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Abstract 

 

Additive manufacturing (AM), which builds a single part directly from a 3D CAD model 

in a layer-by-layer manner, can fabricate complex component with intricate geometry in a time- 

and cost-saving manner.AM is thus gaining ever-increasing popularity across many industries. 

However, accompanied with its unique building manner and benefits thereof are the significantly 

complicated physics behind the AM process. This fact poses great challenges in modeling and 

understanding the underlying process-structure-property (P-S-P) relationship, which however is 

vital to efficient AM process optimization and quality control. With the advancement of machine 

learning (ML) models and increasing availability of AM-related digital data, ML-based data-

driven modeling has recently emerged as a promising approach towards exhaustively exploring 

and fully understanding AM P-S-P relationship. Nonetheless, many of existing ML-based AM 

modeling severely under-utilize the powerful ML models by using them as simple regression tools, 

and largely neglect their distinct advantage in explicitly handling complex-data (e.g., image and 

sequence) involved data-driven modeling problems and other versatilities.  

To further explore and unlock the tremendous potential of ML, this research aims to attack 

two significant research problems: (1) from the data or pre-data-driven-modeling aspect: can we 

use ML to improve AM data via ML-assisted data collection, processing and acquirement? (2) 

from the data driven modeling aspect: can we use ML to build more capable data-driven models, 

which can act as a full (or maximum) substitute of physics-based model for high-level AM 

modeling or even realistic AM simulation? 



 xv 

To adequately address the above questions, the current research presents a ML-based data-

driven AM modeling framework. It attempts to provide a comprehensive ML-based solution to 

data-driven modeling and simulation of various physical events throughout the AM lifecycle, from 

process to structure and property.  A variety of ML models, including Gaussian process (GP), 

multilayer perceptron (MLP), convolutional neural network (CNN), recurrent neural network 

(RNN) and their variants, are leveraged to handle representative data-driven modeling problems 

with different quantities of interest (QoI). They include data-driven process modeling (melt pool, 

temperature field), structure modeling (porosity structure) and property modeling (stress field, 

stress-strain curve). The results show that this research can break existing limitations of those five 

data-driven AM modeling in terms of modeling fidelity, accuracy and/or efficiency. It thus well 

addresses the two research questions that are key in significantly advancing data-driven AM 

modeling. In addition, although the current research uses five representative physical events in 

AM as examples, the data-driven methodologies developed should shed light on data-driven 

modeling of many other physical events in AM and beyond.  
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

1.1 Additive manufacturing 

 

Figure 1.1 Wide application of AM in various industries. (Images downloaded from: www.buggatti.com, 

www.all3dp.com, www.time.com, www.adidas.com, www.alighntech.com) 

Additive manufacturing (AM) or 3D printing, as opposed to conventional subtractive 

manufacturing process such as forging and milling, enjoys the uniqueness of layer-wise building 

up complex component or even assemblies as a single part while requiring little follow-on 

machining. Components with rather intricate geometry [3, 4] can be thus effortlessly fabricated 

with remarkable time and cost savings, which renders AM potent and increasingly popular in many 

industries; see Fig. 1.1. Various AM techniques can be classified into seven main categories – 

material extrusion, powder bed fusion, photopolymerization, material jetting, binder jetting, sheet 

lamination, and directed energy deposition [5]. Regardless of printing material, feeding fashion 

and heating sources used for binding raw materials and other distinctions among them, all AM 

processes share the signature of layer-by-layer incremental/additive building that gives its name. 

http://www.buggatti.com/
http://www.all3dp.com/
http://www.time.com/
http://www.adidas.com/
http://www.alighntech.com/
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1.2 Complicated AM process 

While the unique building style endows AM unrivaled manufacturing capabilities, those 

benefits come at a cost of significantly complicated AM process and miscellaneous physics behind. 

A plethora of physical events, which rarely occur in conventional manufacturing process, exists 

throughout the AM lifecycle from process to structure and property.  For example, the known 

thermal cycles by layer-wise manufacturing would complicate the phase evolution during AM [6]. 

Another typical example, as shown in Fig. 1.2a, is that the high-power beam used to consolidate 

printing materials will result in in-process elongated melt pool featuring steep thermal gradient 

around, leading to epitaxial grain growth and thus large columnar grain structure during layer-by-

layer building [7, 8]. This in turn results in anisotropic mechanical properties that will further 

adversely affect elongation behavior and fatigue life of final AM products [9]. In addition, 

improper power or scanning speed of applied heating sources will easily cause various types of 

porosity in as-built AM parts, such as lack-of-fusion by insufficient melting [10, 11], surface open 

pore by complex fluid dynamics [12, 13] and keyhole by strong metal evaporation [14], as shown 

in Fig. 1.2b. Other physical complexities include balling, powder denudation, cyclic heating and 

remelting, super-fast cooling and non-equilibrium solidification, to name a few.  

It is widely accepted that a thorough study of process-structure-property (P-S-P) 

relationship in AM will hugely facilitate AM process optimization and quality control, thereby 

benefiting wide adoption of AM techniques. However, the aforementioned complex physics and 

associated physical phenomena underlying AM process result in extremely non-linear, 

complicated P-S-P relationship. Therefore, an accurate quantification and thorough understanding 

of AM P-S-P linkage remain to be challenging.  
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Figure 1.2 The complicated AM process contains various unconventional physical phenomena, making 

AM P-S-P relationship fairly complex. 

1.3 AM process-structure-property relationship study 

In spite of the complex P-S-P relationship in AM, numerous experimental and modelling 

efforts have been invested to advance the fundamental understanding of AM mechanisms. For the 

experiment-based AM study, different experimental characterization techniques have been 

implemented to observe and understand various physical activities during AM process even in 

real-time. Common experimental techniques used in AM include, but not limited to, SEM for 

powder particle characterization [15], pyrometer and infrared camera for thermal characterization 

(melt pool and temperature field) [16], high-speed X-ray imaging for porosity monitoring [17], 

EBSD for post-process grain structure examination [18], SEM for surface morphology observation 

[19], electronic universal testing machine for mechanical property testing [20].  Some of them are 

illustrated in Fig. 1.3a-c. Admittedly, moderate success has been achieved in probing underlying 

physics and AM mechanisms through experimental approaches. The experiment-based AM study, 
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in general, still severely suffers from its high cost, as well as limited observation resolution and 

capability. For example, current experimental equipments only allow for observing surface 

temperature during thermal characterization and final shot of grain structure instead of real-time 

monitoring.  

 

Figure 1.3 Some experimental approaches for studying AM process: (a) pyrometer and infrared 

camera for temperature field observation; (b) SEM for surface structure examination; (c) high-

speed X-ray imaging 

On the other hand, modelling-based AM study can serve as an effective alternative to 

overcome the above shortcomings. Modelling-based AM efforts include physics-based modelling 

and data-driven modeling. For the physics-based modeling, numerous physical or multi-physical 

models have been developed for AM modeling and simulation across different time and length 

scales (as illustrated in Fig. 1.4a [21]), especially in light of the rapid advancement of computation 

power. Fig. 1.4b provides another typical multi-scale AM physical models for modeling the entire 
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P-S-P. In this framework, a FEA-based thermal model is used to simulate temperature field 

evolvement, which are then fed to phase-field based grain growth model to study development of 

grain microstructure whose mechanical behavior is finally modeled using a fast-Fourier-transform 

(FFT) elasto-plasticity model [22]. In addition to those, there exists a wide range of physical AM 

models for modeling various physical events, such as rain-fall model for powder deposition 

modeling [23], Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) model for high-fidelity coupled thermal-

&structural-evolution modeling [24], Cellular Automation (CA) for grain structure modeling [25], 

finite-element (FE) based crystal-plasticity model for mechanical behavior modeling [26], etc. 

Physics-based modeling can tremendously reduce the time and/or cost and defeat some inherent 

limitation of a solely experiment-based approach. However, nowadays it is still problematic to 

carry out large-scale physics-based modeling and simulation, especially multi-scale multi-physical 

ones that are however inevitable for studying the entire P-S-P, as demonstrated in Fig. 1.4.  

 

Figure 1.4 Two typical multi-scale physical AM models for studying AM process. 

This problem is further compounded by the fact of numerous tunable AM parameters 

(dozens [27] to as many as 130 [28, 29]) and thus vastness of the AM-parameter design space. 

Consequently, a physics-based parametric study for exhaustive exploration of P-S-P relationship 
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over the high-dimensional AM design space is computationally difficult or oftentimes impossible.

 In that case, data-driven AM modeling comes into the picture, as detailed in the following. 
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Chapter 2 Background 

In the context of the fourth research paradigm of data-intensive discovery [30], research 

methodologies across science and engineering have seen a shift to data-driven and informatics 

approaches. This is in part due to the increasing availability of digital scientific data or data deluge 

[31], both theoretical and experimental, with the fast advancement of computational power and 

experimental instrumentation. On the other hand, with the revival of artificial intelligence (AI) 

researches from AI winter [32], the rapid development of machine learning (ML), a disruptive 

data-driven modeling technique, has especially accelerated such paradigm shift sweeping through 

many scientific disciplines [33-39]. It should be stressed that, although becoming more and more 

popular, data-driven modeling is not a standalone approach and, instead, augments physical 

modeling and experiments by making best use of the generated data thereof. Specifically, data-

driven modeling can have different types for diagnostic, descriptive, predictive and prescriptive 

purposes, respectively [40, 41].  

Among others, additive manufacturing (AM) is arguably one of the most affected domains 

in the age of data. For example, data-driven model has appeared frequently as a key building block 

of various AM design and management frameworks/strategies, such as design for additive 

manufacturing (DfAM) [42, 43], digital twin (DT) for AM [44, 45], smart additive manufacturing 

[46], cloud additive manufacturing [47], etc. While applications of data-driven model in AM are 

diverse, data-driven predictive modeling is especially useful for studying P-S-P relationship in 

AM. Fig. 2.1 illustrate the utilization of data-driven model to link various input features and 

quantity of interest in AM. Therefore, data-driven modeling usually discovers the P-S-P linkage 
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in a mathematical form (or the predictive function) via regression analysis. More specifically, data-

driven predictive modeling allows for automatic exploration of pattern and trend in the AM data, 

construction of P-S-P relationship over the parameter space and then prediction at unseen points 

without having to perform new physical modeling or experiments. This data-driven attempt of 

training a cheap relationship model to replace original physical modeling or experiment is 

sometimes also called surrogate modeling or metamodeling [48]. Such a data-driven modeling 

approach is crucial for achieving AM process optimization based on a complete, quantitative 

understanding of P-S-P relationship. 

In what follows, some important data-driven modeling for AM P-S-P relationship study 

in literature will be briefly reviewed. While there is no widely accepted classification of related 

data-driven AM modeling, to facilitate discussion, this research broadly classifies them into three 

types - process modeling, structure modeling and property modeling according to the modeling 

quantity of interest or output of data-driven modeling; see Fig. 2.1. 

Figure 2.1 Schematic illustration of data-driven AM modeling. Data-driven AM modeling usually 

consists of four basic components - input features, quantity of interest (output) and data-driven model 

used to link them, as well as the data source that fuels data-driven modeling.  
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2.1 Data-driven process modeling in AM 

In this research, process modeling is loosely defined as those modeling focused on any 

physical event occurring before the second stage of structure development. Some typical examples 

include powder bed deposition modeling (in powder bed-based AM), heat source modeling, melt 

pool modeling and temperature field development modeling, etc. Most of them are highly related 

to thermal aspect of AM, which naturally happens before and will affect structure development in 

next stage.  

 

Figure 2.2 Data-driven process modeling of (a) surface roughness of as-deposited powder bed; (b) melt 

pool depth; (c) voxel-wise temperature during AM building. 
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Some existing researches on data-driven process modeling are summarized in Fig. 2.2. 

Zhang et al. [49] has used a multi-layer perceptron (MLP) to build powder bed surface roughness 

as a function various powder spreading parameters such as spreader speed, with data obtained from 

repetitive Discrete Element Method (DEM) powder spreading simulations (Fig. 2.2a). Tapia et al. 

[50] has performed data-driven modeling of melt pool (depth) using Gaussian process regression 

model, with experimental data from ex-situ measurements. A pool depth map associated with laser 

power and scanning speed has been thus built (Fig. 2.2b). Paul et al. [51]  have performed data-

driven modeling of voxel-wise temperature during AM by using extremely randomized trees 

(ERTs) – an ensemble of bagged decision trees as the regression algorithm (Fig. 2.2c). The real-

time temperature of a given voxel was modeled based on data of its historical thermal information 

and so on.   

2.2 Data-driven structure modeling in AM 

Structure modeling, as its name indicates, precisely refers to those modeling of structure 

evolution and development. Structure modeling can be easily identified and differentiated from 

other types of modeling by its quantity of interest (QoI), which are various structures of AM 

building across different scales, ranging from dendrites, grain, and porosity to surface 

structure/roughness and even the bulky shape of the whole AM component.   

As shown in Fig. 2.3a, in a multi-stage data-driven model, Gan et al. [52] has built the 

relationship between dendrite arm spacing and various AM process characteristics using a data-

mining model – self-organizing map (SOM). Wang et al. [53] has successfully correlated the 

developed grain structure, described by mean and variance of grain size ratio, with as many as nine 

AM parameters by using Gaussian process regression; hundreds of multi-physical simulations 

were performed to provide enough data for data-driven modeling, as illustrated in Fig. 2.3b. 
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Similarly, Popova et al. [54] has correlated grain structure, but quantitatively represented by grain 

chord length distribution, with various AM process parameters using multivariate polynomial 

regression; see Fig . 2-3c. 

 

2.3 Data-driven property modeling in AM 

Likewise, property modeling can be clearly defined as those modeling interested in 

mechanical properties, as implied by its QoI being different mechanical properties of AM parts.  

As shown in Fig. 2.4a, Gupta et al. [55] have utilized polynomial functions to construct 

macroscale performance of inclusion-contained structures (yield strength, strain hardening 

exponent, localization propensity) as functions of its structure descriptors obtained from n-point 

spatial correlation and principal component analysis. A large number of FE-based solid-mechanics 

simulation are performed to provide sufficient data. Garg et al. [56] have adopted three regression 

Figure 2.3 Data-driven structure modeling of (a) dendrite arm spacing; (b) grain microstructure 

represented by mean and variance of grain aspect ratio; (c) grain microstructure represented by chord 

length distribution. 
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algorithms to build compressive strength of AM parts as functions of five process parameters (Fig. 

2.4b). Thirty-two data points based on empirical modelling of the AM process were used for data-

driven modeling. Herriott et al. [57] have further take advantage of convolutional network in 

directly “understanding” structure, thus data-driven modeling of its yield strength without human 

processing (featurization) of complex structures; see Fig. 2.4c. 

 

2.4 Limitation of existing data-driven modeling in AM 

It is admitted that noticeable progress has been recently made in data-driven AM modeling. 

However, existing applications of ML for data-driven AM modeling still suffers from some critical 

limitations and thus brings up two important questions:    

1) Existing data-driven AM modeling uses ML model merely as a predictive modeling tool for 

data-driven AM modeling, while overlooking its multi-functionality and enormous versatility. 

For example, as shown in Fig. 2.5, AM data of experimental images often contain noises 

requiring further processing that is too laborious for human, whereas some ML techniques are 

specified for effective image processing. It thus raises the research question – can we enhance 

Figure 2.4 Data-driven property modeling of (a) macroscale performance (yield strength, strain 

hardening exponent, localization propensity); (b) compressive strength of AM parts; (c) yield strength 

of grain microstructure within AM parts. 
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data-driven AM modeling by using ML techniques as more than a AM modeling tool and, for 

example, from the pre-data-driven-modeling aspect of improving AM data via ML-assisted 

data collection, processing and/or obtainment? 

 

2) In many data-driven AM modeling, ML models are used for simple regression analysis that 

falls within the task of naive curve-fitting and thus the capability of conventional regression 

techniques. The distinct advantage of ML model in explicitly handling complex-data involved 

data-driven tasks, such as CNN and GAN for high-dimensional image/field data and RNN for 

sequential data, is sometimes neglected. For example, for porosity-related data-driven 

modeling, what one nowadays does is usually using ML to simply build porosity level (or other 

simple porosity metrics) as a function of AM process parameters; see Fig. 2.6a. It thus poses a 

serious question – can we use ML model to do realistic simulation of structural/morphological 

evolution and development of porosity structure (as does a physical model)? For instance, in 

fluid community, different CNNs with encoder-decoder structure have been popularly used for 

simulating the evolution and development of flow field [58, 59]. In solid mechanics modeling, 

CNN [60] and GAN [61] can accurately predict the stress field developed for given solid 

structure and loading condition. 

Admittedly, image-classification-type CNN are now not uncommon in various AM 

data-driven modeling, but advanced applications of other CNNs, GANs, RNNs and even 

integrated CNN+RNN for higher-level and higher-quality data-driven AM modeling, are 

Figure 2.5 A typical noisy AM data – high-speed melt pool image with noise of spattering and 

plume. Those noise prevents accurately extracting melt pool information (e.g., pool length, width and 

area) for further data-driven modeling. Pictures adapted from (a) [5] (b) [30], and (c)(d) [28]. 
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relatively limitedly explored. The above facts reflect the under-utilization of powerful ML 

techniques in AM nowadays. Therefore, a more general question raised herein is – can we take 

more real advantage of various ML techniques to build data-driven models that can act as a 

full (or at least maximum) substitute of physics-based models for high-level AM modeling and 

even realistic AM simulation?  

 

Apart from AM, the above two limitations exist in ML applications in some other physical 

and engineering disciplines. It thus will have a profound, pervasive impact in many domains by 

breaking those limitations and adequately answering raised questions, which are the purpose of 

this research.  

2.5 Thesis objectives and outline 

To explore and unlock the full potential of ML, this research aims to develop a ML-based 

data-driven AM modeling framework, in which a variety of ML models are used to perform the 

data-driven modeling and simulation of various representative physical events occurring in three 

stages of AM (see Fig. 2.7). It would greatly benefit the fast exploration of P-S-P relationship in 

AM.   

Figure 2.6 (a) Conventional data-driven modeling of porosity (common regression analysis) [1]; (b) 

Physical modeling of structural evolution of porosity in selective laser sintering (SLS) [2]. A high-

level data-driven modeling refers to realistic simulation of porosity evolution, as does a physical 

model. 
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The proposed ML-based data-driven AM modeling framework will cover all three stages 

of AM modeling and focus on a total of five separate data-driven AM modeling tasks, as outlined 

below:   

a) Processing modeling, which includes two modeling tasks of interest - melt pool (area) 

modeling and 3D temperature field modeling in selective laser melting (SLM); 

b) Structure modeling, which contains mesoscale structure modeling (porosity structure 

development in selective laser sinter);  

c) Property modeling, which includes modeling of stress field development and stress-strain 

curve behavior for lattice structures.  

 

These modeled physical events involve QoIs featuring distinct properties and 

characteristics. For example, melt pool size is a simple scalar quantity, temperature field and stress 

field are high-dimensional quantity with complex pattern or texture, porosity structures are also 

high-dimensional filed-type quantity but showing simple texture yet strong stochastic 

characteristics, and stress-strain curve are typical sequence-type quantity. While there are other 

Figure 2.7 The proposed ML-based AM data-driven modeling of various physical events with 

different quantities of interest. The utilized ML techniques are indicated in the parenthesis: CNN - 

Convolutional neural network, MLP – Multilayer perceptron, GP – Gaussian process, SVD – 

Singular value decomposition, RNN – Recurrent neural network. 
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physical activities during AM and associated QoIs, those representative quantities studied in this 

research should well cover different types of quantities possibly encountered in many physical and 

engineering problems. Thus data-driven modeling of those selected physical events can 

comprehensively examine and fully explore different ML models for handling various data-driven 

modeling problems with different flavors. The key idea behind and data-driven methodologies 

developed can thus broadly shed light on data-driven modeling of a spectrum of physical events 

in AM and other domains. 

The remainder of the dissertation will be organized as follows. Chapter 3, 4 and 5 will 

present the proposed data-driven modeling of process, structure and property in AM, respectively. 

Chapter 6 discuss implication of this research on other data-driven modeling in AM and beyond, 

and present experimental calibration of those data-driven model based solely on simulation data. 

Finally, Chapter 7 provides conclusions and future work in this field. 
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Chapter 3 Process modeling 

3.1 Data-driven modeling of melt pool 

3.1.1 Background 

Data-driven melt pool (size) modeling is one of the most widely studied data-driven AM 

modeling for achieving AM process control. Because the melt pool size, although a simple 

quantity, is an effective indicator of overall manufacturing quality, intimately associated with the 

development of columnar grain structure[7], solidification textures at the sub-grain scale [62] and 

lack-of-fusion porosity [13], etc. A robust data-driven melt pool model is of huge value for 

optimizing AM process on-the-fly and ensuring part quality. In addition, unlike many other AM 

quantities, melt pool is readily measurable during AM process by using pyrometer, thermal camera 

or high-speed camera. This fact facilitates experimental data-based data-driven modeling that can 

generate actionable insights for AM practice. Therefore, melt pool is a fairly popular QoI in data-

driven AM modeling nowadays. 

Since melt pool size (e.g., pool width, length, depth or area) is a scalar quantity, data-driven 

melt pool modeling itself is technically not difficult, falling within the task of common regression 

analysis. The key challenge and research interest today lie in the rational selection and even design 

of input features correlated with melt pool development. Most of existing data-driven melt pool 

modeling [50, 63, 64] just build melt pool dimensions as a simple function of common AM process 

parameters, typically laser power and scanning speed (Fig. 3.1a-b). Lee et al. [65]  have adopted 

as many as 23 input features, including various process parameters and materials parameters, to 
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enhance data-driven melt pool modeling. However, those data-driven melt pool modeling by 

incorporating simple input features, even broadly, cannot adequately account for the complexity 

of AM process physics, including but not limited to layer-by-layer heat accumulation, inter-track 

heating effect and, most annoyingly, many aleatory uncertainties (i.e., natural variabilities) present 

in AM process. Those factors can greatly complicate melt pool dynamics. Regarding this, more 

advanced input features like cumulative time- and distance-neighboring effect factors [66], have 

been designed to improve the predictive accuracy (Fig. 3.1c). However, the prior neighboring-

effect modeling method (NBEM) still suffers from two drawbacks: (1) ignorance of noise in 

experimental melt pool image, which can mislead the training of accurate melt pool model; (2) 

Figure 3.1 A summary of existing data-driven modeling of melt pool in AM 
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hand-design of input features, which not only strictly relies on domain expert but also easily lose 

information of scanning history. 

3.1.2 Method 

To overcome the above two drawbacks, this research proposes a novel data-driven melt 

pool predictive model based on machine learning and fueled by massive experimental data from 

National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST). As shown in Fig. 3.2, a convolutional 

neural network (CNN) is first used to pre-process as-received melt pool images, enabling removal 

of spattering noises and thus extraction of high-quality melt pool data. Then, a melt pool predictive 

model using multi-layer perceptron (MLP) is trained by incorporating raw, long scanning history 

as input features, which best accounts for effects (e.g., heating) of printing history on melt pool 

development. 

3.1.2.1 Experiment and raw data 

National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) has developed Additive 

Manufacturing Metrology Testbed (AMMT) as a process image acquisition tool to get high-quality 

experimental data [22][25]. Using AMMT, the melt pool optical signals are maintained within the 

high-speed camera coaxially and captured following the digital commands (Fig. 3.2a), leading to 

the generation of numerous melt pool images. The details regarding AMMT acquisition system 

can be found in [22][24][25].  

The raw data include two parts: (1) digital commands and (2) melt pool images. As shown 

in Fig. 3.2a, the former one contains laser spot coordinates and corresponding laser power and 

camera ON/OFF (i.e., 2/0 in the command) in sequence. We can visualize the printing path and 

the fabrication zone based on the commands, as shown in Fig. 3.2b. The printing/scanning path 
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belongs to the typical zigzag pattern [40]. The red region indicates the fabrication zone where laser 

power is above zero watts, suggesting a rectangular part. Fig. 14a shows the partial dataset, and 

the whole dataset for printing one part includes 25051 rows of commands and 1498 captured melt 

pool images when the camera is ON. Following the experimental procedure in Fig. 3.2, NIST has 

generated 33 groups of datasets in total, based on AM of 33 sample components. For different 

groups, different laser powers have been used during fabrication and guaranteed the sufficient 

variability of data. 

 

 

3.1.2.2 Data denoising by convolutional neural network 

Deep convolutional neural network (CNN) is chosen herein among many ML algorithms. 

As a cornerstone of deep learning, CNN features utilization of multilayer stack of convolutional 

layers[67] for automatic, hierarchical representation learning; as detailed in Appendix A.2. The 

four key components of CNN, i.e. local connections, shared weights, pooling and the use of many 

layers, bring it great advantages in processing data in the form of multiple arrays, such as images 

(2D) and video or volumetric images (3D) [68].The adopted CNN structure is shown in Fig. 3.3a, 

Figure 3.2 (a) Snapshot of AM command file (b) visualization of printing path based on command file. 
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containing two parts: the convolution (green) and deconvolution (blue) parts. The convolution part 

contains the normalization layers, convolution layers, activation layers with ReLU function, and 

pooling layers. The deconvolution part includes upsampling layers, deconvolution layers, and 

output layers. Specifically, this CNN enables complex feature extraction, such as boundaries, 

textures, and morphologies [38]. A smooth and elliptical-shaped boundary characterizes the real 

melt pool; by contrast, the noised melt pool presents an irregular boundary due to the interference 

of spatters as shown. Therefore, CNN will be trained to automatically remove the spatter noise and 

smooth out the boundary. Prior to performing CNN model training and validating, all the raw melt 

pool images should go through pre-processing, i.e., image thresholding operation and hue 

inverting, as indicated by blue dashed arrow in Fig. 3.3a; this processing is used to extract a clear 

region of interest.  

 

Figure 3.3 Illustration of the proposed framework for data-driven modeling of melt pool. 
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To successfully train CNN, sufficient input-output pairs are mandatory for CNN to learn 

feature exaction of real melt pools and removal of the spatter noise. The inputs and outputs are the 

noised images and corresponding denoised images, respectively. We synthesize 1130 input-output 

pairs in total, by manually adding spatters to boundary of noise-free melt pools. The synthetic 

noise is created by mimicking real noise in the NIST data set, including its size, shape, and 

distributions (i.e., attached or sometimes detached). Data-denoising capability of CNN learned 

from synthetic noise will be directly transferable to dealing with real noisy images.  Noise-free 

images are then obtained, which generate high-quality melt pool area data for predictive modeling 

in next step.  

3.1.2.3 Predictive modeling by multi-layer perceptron  

This research adopts a multi-layer perception (MLP) artificial neural network for melt pool 

predictive modeling. A detailed introduction to MLP can be found in Appendix A.1. The adopted 

MLP consists of one input layer, two hidden layers, and one output layer; as shown in Fig. 3.3b. 

The input layer contains two parts: (1) raw scanning history with respect to the predictive location 

and (2) laser information about predictive location (i.e., laser conditions used). As indicated by the 

input layer, the scanning history information involves spatial distance, D, and time distance, T, 

of preceding points to the predictive point, as well as laser power, P, scanning speed, V, and melt 

pool area information, A, of previous points. The output layer, i.e., the prediction objective is the 

melt pool area at predictive location, Ai. By incorporating raw, long scanning history as input 

features, the proposed predictive model can best accounts for the important inter-track heating and 

other thermal effects by historical scanning of the current point. The proposed predictive model 

takes complete advantage of MLP in handling high-dimensional regression problem in conjunction 
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with large dataset. 6 groups of datasets will be randomly selected for training MLP and the other 

27 for testing. 

3.1.3 Results 

3.1.3.1 Melt pool denoising 

 

Fig. 3.4 shows the noisy melt pool image from NIST, denoised image by the trained CNN, 

and ground truth (manually denoised by human). Area of melt pool is also labeled for quantitative 

comparison. After denoising processing performed by the CNN, it can be seen that the morphology 

denoised melt pool closely resembles the ground truth with only a slight difference in few cases. 

It proves the effectiveness of CNN in eliminating spatter noise. By comparing the calculated area, 

the CNN result also agrees with the corresponding ground truth. Noteworthy is that the pool area 

can be reduce up to 15% after the denoising process, especially in cases of detached spattering 

noise. Minor difference between noisy and noise-free pools would occur when the spatter attaches 

to the melt pool boundary. However, CNN can still accurately recognize the real melt pool 

boundaries and remove small spatter noise. 

Figure 3.4 Eight testing results to show the effectiveness of CNN in denoising 
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3.1.3.2 Melt pool prediction 

Fig. 3.5 compares the predictive performance against the previous NBEM model. The 

average relative error magnitude (AREM) is widely used to evaluate the prediction performance 

[22][25][27][48], indicating the average error for all predictions for a testing dataset herein. For 

rigorous comparison, the NBEM method is implemented using the same MLP model. It can be 

seen that the proposed model shows an outstanding performance compared with the NBEM model. 

The AREM value is as low as 2.8 % compared with 14.8 % of the NBEM model. The proposed 

model reduces the AERM by at least 80% compared with the NBEM model and significantly 

improves the predictive accuracy. This is largely attributed to the input design, especially the 

enormous raw information of scanning history. These inputs enable MLP to fully incorporate 

scanning history as a condition to inform melt pool development at the current location. Also, 

unlike NBEM and L-NBEM [25], there are no significant AREM fluctuations for all testing 

datasets, indicative the stability and generalizability of the proposed model. 

 

Figure 3.5 Comparison of average relative error magnitude (AREM) in predicting melt pool (area) 

between NBEM model and our proposed model. 
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However, it should be admitted that insignificant reduction of AREM is observed after the 

denoising, as presented in Fig. 3.5. The improvement resulting from data denoising is not apparent 

herein. This is mainly due to the rather small number and distribution of noise in all datasets. To 

verify this, we look into the area difference caused by noise. Fig. 3.6 lists the accumulated area 

difference caused by noise in each dataset. Overall, we can see that the noise causes a relatively 

small accumulation area difference for 32 datasets, in which only eight datasets have an 

accumulated area difference ranging from 192 to 5056 μm2. Even for dataset 1 with the highest 

accumulation area difference, above 99.1% of raw images are free of noise, as shown in Fig. 3.6b. 

Overall, the noisy image account for quite a small part in the current case. This is possibly due to 

the small range of laser power and low energy density used during AM [29][33][49] and the well-

designed AMMT system [22][25].  

3.1.3.3 Noise effect 

Despite the fact that little noise exist in current dataset provided by NIST, it is widely 

observed that the melt pool captured by high-speed camera easily suffers from the interference of 

spatters and plumes [29][30][31][32]. Therefore, the denoising process is still important in those 

Figure 3.6 (a) cumulated area difference of melt pool between ground truth and noisy melt pool for each 

dataset, and (b) the relative frequency of melt pool area difference for dataset 1. 
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cases. To further prove significance of data denoising for improving model performance, we 

intentionally synthesize melt pool dataset with higher noise level. This allows for comprehensive 

examination of how the noise deteriorates prediction performance, which in turn demonstrates the 

importance of the denoising process proposed by this research.  

The synthesizing strategy is based on an even distribution noise: for each dataset, a certain 

proportion of the raw data (the melt pool area) is made as noisy data by adding a specified noise 

(noise area). The initial added noise size (AIANS) is 350.89 μm2, which is 3% of the general melt 

pool area. Fig. 3.7 presents the AREM variations against noise proportion and noise size. We can 

see that the increase in noise proportion (0 ~ 40%) with a noise size of 10 times AIANS leads to the 

substantial rise in the AREM for each testing dataset, as shown in Fig. 10a. Also, the average 

AREM (Fig. 3.7b) almost linearly increases from 2.88% to 20.195% with 0 ~ 30 % noise 

Figure 3.7 Effect of noise on predictive error if without data-denoising. 
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proportion. The slow change is observed by about 2% between 30% ~40% noise proportion. With 

a fixed proportion of 30 % noise in a dataset, different added noised sizes lead to similar increasing 

trends as shown in Fig. 3.7c and 3.7d. The average AREM arises from 2.88% to 36.943%, linearly 

with increasing noise size, i.e., times of original noise size, AIAN. Therefore, a large proportion and 

size of noise, if contained in melt pool dataset, can significantly affect the predictive performance 

of the trained ML model. 

3.1.4 Discussion 

3.1.4.1 Data-driven modeling of 3D melt pool 

There is still a lack of capability in predicting 3D melt pools. The AMMT system enables 

in-situ capturing the 2D surface of the melt pool, however 3D melt pool is still hard to be measured 

by the existing experimental facilities. A potential way to address the issue is to incorporate the 

physical model to advance the physical understanding and build a relationship between the 2D 

melt pool and the 3D counterpart. Following that, integrating the constructed relationship and 2D 

melt pools is expected to achieve 3D melt pool prediction. The prediction of 3D melt pool can 

bring new possibilities in further predicting structures and even properties, which are of more 

practical interests in AM quality evaluation. For example, with the melt pool width and depth 

information fed from the 3D melt pool predictive model, the probabilistic porosity model [10] can 

be adopted to predict the lack-of-fusion porosity level within as-built AM components. 

3.1.4.2 Real-time melt pool control 

The ultimate goal of data-driven melt pool modeling is to realize real-time online closed-

loop control of L-PBF processes [22], and achieve smart manufacturing for the AM process. 

However, it is still quite challenging to accomplish the feedback control in milliseconds for each 
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laser spot. To reduce the time-consuming iterative calculation for changed laser power [22], an 

advanced offline design of laser power plays a crucial role. To achieve constant melt pool, the 

currently developed prediction model can be used to inversely design the AM control factors (e.g., 

laser power and scanning speed) based on the continuous scanning path coordinates. In that case, 

the designed printing commands can be directly used for printing a constant melt pool and thus 

achieve an offline process planning. However, due to the great variability in practical AM [4], 

more complex control by taking into account uncertainty is required through robust design under 

uncertainty [69].  

3.2 Data-driven modeling of temperature field 

3.2.1 Background 

Data-driven thermal modeling is a more advanced data-driven process modeling. It gives 

thermal details of AM process that includes melt pool informed by high-temperature region. 

Temperature field formed during AM process is closely related to later development of various 

structures across many scales and, in turn, largely dictate the properties of final AM parts. Thermal 

modeling is thus of fundamental importance as a starting point of exploring P-S-P relationship, as 

evidenced by many multi-stage AM studies of dendrite structure [70, 71], grain structure [72, 73], 

porosity [74] and mechanical property [75].  

However, unlike data-driven modeling of melt pool, data-driven modeling of temperature 

field is challenging due to its high-dimensional and complex nature. In light of this difficulty, there 

have been much simplified data-driven thermal modeling for AM process. A widely adopted 

strategy is data-driven thermal modeling of local temperature, instead of the entire temperature 

field. There exists two such types of data-driven thermal models. The first type focus on a specific, 

local thermal quantity like peak temperature within the current heating zone (Fig. 3.8a) [76]. The 
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second type is general to all spatial points; that is, the modeling objective is the real-time 

temperature or thermal history for any given point within component [51, 77, 78]  (Fig. 3.8b-c). In 

this way temperature field can be implicitly obtained by aggregating separate modeling results of 

many points [78]. However, there is still a lack of data-driven modeling effort that directly predict 

the 3D temperature as a whole. 

 

3.2.2 Method 

Instead of modeling the node-/voxel-level temperature, this research aims to predict entire 

3D temperature field developed under different AM conditions. This is done by first utilizing 

singular value decomposition (SVD) [79] for dimension reduction of temperature field data, 

followed by modeling the relationship between temperature field and AM conditions by using 

Gaussian process (GP) modeling in the latent space. More details about GP regression can be found 

in Appendix A.3. Note that, this research focuses on predicting the stable temperature field 

achieved under various conditions, instead of real-time temperature field evolution. 

Figure 3.8 A summary of existing data-driven thermal modeling in AM 
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Fig. 3.9 presents the overall flowchart of the data-driven modeling using the SVD-based 

GP modeling method. Define the steady temperature field for given AM condition d  as ( ),T d s , 

where xyzs  stands for all the spatial coordinates of the nodes. In this study, AM conditions 

include laser power, scanning speed, power absorption efficiency, and thermal properties of 

printing materials. We first generate tN  training points for d  using Latin Hypercube sampling 

approach [80]. We then perform thermal simulation for each of the training points and obtain the 

steady temperature field developed under different conditions, ( )( ) , , 1, 2, ,i

tT i N=d s . After 

that, we approximate the original simulation data matrix using SVD as follows [81] 

 ( )( )

1

, ( ) ( ), 1, 2, ,
m

i

j j t

j

T i i N
=

  =d s η s   (3.1) 

where ( ), 1, 2, , ; 1, 2, , ;j ti i N j m = =  are the responses in the latent space, m  is the number 

of important features used in SVD, and ( ), 1, 2, ,j j m=η s  are the important features. 

Using the training points of  d  and the corresponding latent space response, we then build 

GP surrogate models in the latent space as 

 ˆ ( ), 1, 2, ,j jg j m = =d   (3.2) 

For any new prediction point d , we have 
( ) ( )ˆ( ) ( , )i i

j ji g  d λ  and thus the surrogate 

models are used to predict the steady temperature field response at new prediction point as below 
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where ˆ ( )
jg d  is the mean prediction of the j-th latent space surrogate model and ( )ˆ ,T d s  is the 

predicted temperature field response for given d . 
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To train GP model, we have run 280 thermal simulations at generated training points (each 

training point or case corresponding to a specific combination of AM conditions. Of them the last 

20 temperature profile data are set aside for testing; the remainder are training dataset.  

3.2.3 Results 

3.2.3.1 Temperature field prediction 

Figure 3.10 shows partial testing results of the GP-based thermal surrogate model. High-

temperature fields resembling teardrops of different size are developed under different conditions. 

By comparing Fig. 3.10a and b, we find that the thermal surrogate model can predict similar 

temperature field development as the physical model under various conditions. However, running 

a single FE simulation usually requires about 50 minutes (based on Xeon CPU E5-2660), while a 

surrogate model just takes a couple of seconds for each prediction. Fig. 3.10c shows that relatively 

large prediction errors mainly occur near the electron beam focus. This might be attributed to great 

sensitivity of thermal response and thus great variability of temperature field in EB focus region. 

Figure 3.9 Flowchart of data-driven modeling of temperature field. 
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3.2.4 Discussion 

3.2.4.1 Application for accelerated structure prediction 

As mentioned, obtaining the temperature field is often the foundation of ensuing structure 

prediction in AM. The trained GP-based thermal surrogate model can quickly provide temperature 

field information for accelerated structure modeling. Fig. 3.11 illustrates one potential application 

of the trained thermal model for grain structure modeling [82, 83] in SLM. It is known that grain 

Figure 3.10 Prediction of the steady temperature field developed under different testing AM 

conditions. 
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structure development is greatly controlled by the living temperature field. For example, grain 

nucleation at the front of solidification is dictated by cooling rate, and grain growth direction is 

usually along the local thermal gradient. The predicted temperature field can be thus fed to 

microstructure simulation model and inform the evolution of grain structure during AM process. 

 

Previous researches often depend on the analytical model for fast obtainment of 

temperature field under different AM conditions. Of them, the most known analytical thermal 

model is Rosenthal model, which was firstly developed for analytical thermal modeling in fusion 

welding [34]. Rosenthal [35] has further adopted the Rosenthal equation to predict the quasi 

steady-state temperature distribution, followed by wide extension to temperature field prediction 

in AM [84-86]. However, the Rosenthal model is based on multiple assumptions [87]: 1) the 

thermal properties are independent of temperature; 2) temperature predicted at the origin of the 

beam is infinite; 3) the maximum temperature does not exceed the liquidus temperatures [88]. On 

the contrary, the trained GP model can well reproduce the high-fidelity results by the physical 

simulation and give more reliable temperature field prediction. It thus can serve as an excellent 

Figure 3.11 Illustration of incorporating the trained GP thermal model for accelerated simulation of grain 

growth in AM. 
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substitute of the Rosenthal model to speed-up prediction of various thermally-controlled structure 

development in AM. 
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Chapter 4 Structure modeling 

4.1 Data-driven modeling of porosity evolution 

4.1.1  Background 

Porosity is one of the most important structural features of AM-fabricated components. 

Depending on AM process conditions, various types of porosity can be developed for as-built AM 

parts, such as lack-of-fusion by insufficient melting [10], surface open pore by complex fluid 

dynamics [12] and keyhole by strong metal evaporation [14], etc. Porosity modeling might be 

particularly valuable for the selective laser sintering (SLS), a type of AM process featuring 

sintering mechanisms for binding raw materials. Unlike laser melting, sintering-based binding is 

a mild process with insignificant melting & solidification phenomenon, which makes porous 

Figure 4.1 A summary of existing data-driven modeling of porosity in AM 
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structure the prominent feature of SLS components [89]. A data-driven modeling capability of 

porosity development is urgently necessitated to facilitate process plan and porosity control in SLS 

process.  

Data-driven porosity modeling has been widely studied in AM community. The majority 

of them concentrate on correlating porosity represented in scalar porosity-related metrics, typically 

density [1, 90, 91] or relative density [92, 93], with different AM process parameters (Fig. 4.1a). 

In addition to such common data-driven porosity modeling, there are a few other interesting 

attempts. Tian et al. [16] have selected some special and complex input features, including 

pyrometry images and sequential images from infrared camera during AM process, to data-driven 

predict layer-wise porosity (Fig. 4.1b) and Imani et al. [94] have taken layer-wise surface images 

from DSLR camera as inputs (Fig. 4.1c). Therefore, existing researches often focus on scalar 

porosity metrics and rarely use ML for data-driven modeling of morphological evolution and 

development of porous structures. 

4.1.2 Method 

To overcome the limitation of existing researches, this study proposes to use CNN to 

simulate the porosity evolution and development in selective laser sintering (SLS). To account for 

the laser conditions on porosity development, a novel CNN with multi-input, yNet, is especially 

proposed for solving this data-driven modeling problem [95]. It can be used for data-driven 

modeling of condition-dependent field evolvement, e.g., AM condition-controlled porosity 

evolution herein. Fig. 4.2 illustrates the designed architecture of yNet, which is basically composed 

of the main encoder-decoder based on deep convolutional network and a branch of multilayer 

perceptron (MLP). The encoder plays a role as feature extractor, which distills the original high-

dimensional field into numbers of information-rich and reduced-size feature maps.  MLP acts to 
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expand the condition parameters into numbers of neurons that generate a high-dimensional 

embedding vector. The encoder and MLP can greatly alleviate weight mismatch of original inputs, 

thereby facilitating effective fusion of input signals at their ends. Decoder serves to correctly 

reconstruct the merged signal back to a meaningful and desired field through the deep 

deconvolution process. Note that, in the deep deconvolution process we also concatenate feature 

maps extracted during the early autoencoding process; see gray arrows in Fig. 4.2c. This technique 

is widely adopted in semantic segmentation networks, such as U-Net [96] and FCN [97], with the 

aim of improving segmentation details. In the case of field evolvement, this technique is expected 

to endow yNet the capability of easily capturing tiny or even no field evolvement in partial region. 

For example, there is no porosity evolution/change at vertical locations far from heat source. It 

thus requires yNet to efficiently reconstruct feature maps to original porosity structure therein.  

More specifically, for yNet instantiated in this study, the first layer of MLP is two condition 

inputs (e.g., laser power and scanning speed in data-driven porosity modeling in SLS process), the 

Figure 4.2 The proposed yNet for data-driven modeling of laser condition-dependent porosity 

development in selective laser sintering. 
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hidden layer is a fully connected layer with 128 neurons and the final layer 256 neurons. For the 

encoder, each green block represents a combo of Conv+Batch-Normalization[98]+Relu[99] 

operations and light green block means max-pooling. In this manner, encoder finally yields 256 

88 feature maps, which are passed to a dropout layer with rate of 0.5 before merging with MLP 

signal. The decoder just has a somewhat mirrored topology of encoder, with each blue block 

representing a combo of Conv+Batch-Normalization+Relu operations and dark blue block up-

sampling. 

After building up the main architecture, the core problem is the proper manner in which 

two streams of input signal are merged. In fact, such multiple mixed inputs (a high-dimensional 

image and scalar parameters) are not uncommon in various ML tasks, although the output is not 

necessarily image. However, the merging strategies in existing multi-input CNNs can suffer from 

various drawbacks associated with dense parameters. A common merging strategy [100-102] is to 

flatten image signal, here represented by its feature maps, into a long vector, thus making it 

compatible and hence concatenable to the vectorial output of MLP; see Fig. 4.2d. The flattening-

based strategy might be effective for developing a simple label or continuous predictor, but will 

deteriorate the trainability and performance of yNet whose output is image/field. Because 

consistent signal flow of meaningful feature maps is desired throughout the encoding-decoding 

process, whereas the flattening operation in those strategies will interrupt the signal flow of feature 

maps. The merged signal in those manners becomes somewhat meaningless or less interpretable. 

A flattening-based strategy thus, if workable for image-to-image regression [60], might make yNet 

more like a brute-force regressor with poor interpretability and low trainability. What’s more, 

flattening feature maps yields a large fully connected layer, which are notoriously parameter-

intensive and can degrade the network performance (e.g. DeconvNet [103] versus SegNet [104]). 
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Regarding the above facts, we propose to properly merge the signal using a one-to-one connection 

via multiplication inspired by the gating mechanism [105], thus without flattening feature maps. 

In this way, MLP actually turns as a signal modulator, which takes charge of signal strength of 

each feature map passed to decoder. The merged signal in this fashion is meaningful, still 

representing feature maps albeit with changed signal strength. Besides its full interpretability, the 

effectiveness of the gating-based merging strategy also lies in the fact of those neurons (or 

basically the applied conditions) interacting with respective feature map and thus the initial field 

behind in a direct, neat and therefore strong manner. We posit that, through training, MLP can 

learn to precisely manipulate the initial field represented by high-level feature maps into the 

developed field (preliminarily in the form of gated feature maps) for any given condition; the 

decoder then appropriately reconstruct the gated feature maps into the realistic developed field. 

 

Figure 4.3 The overall procedure for training and testing yNet for porosity evolution simulation in SLS. 
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To train yNet, we first generate 100 sampling points of [P, V] using Latin Hypercube 

sampling method [80], and then perform physical SLS simulation of 30 1400 mm-long single-

layer of powder beds randomly generated at each point; see Fig. 4.3a. We repeatedly simulate 30 

1400mm-long tracks, simply because it is computationally much easier than simulating a single 

42000mm track while producing the same amount of data. A natural problem would then arise 

since we often deal with field of variable and large size in a scientific problem, as is the current 

case. However, CNN during training favors standard patches of predefined dimensions. We thus 

adopt the patch-wise data generation scheme as illustrated in Fig. 4.3b, to convert our raw 

simulation results into data more amenable to yNet. Consequently, we get a dataset of 174000 

input-output pairs in total. Each data point consists of four elements - laser power, scanning speed, 

structures before and after sintering. Therefore, we train a yNet to directly predict the final porosity 

development from raw powder structure (i.e, one-time prediction). The generated dataset is split 

into training and testing parts based on laser power and scanning speed sample points, i.e., 75 [P, 

V] conditions randomly selected for training and 25 for testing; see detailed partition of [P, V] 

points in Appendix C.1. As demonstrated later, during yNet-based SLS simulation, the trained 

yNet based on small patches is well scalable to long tracks, i.e., directly taking long track as input 

after training as shown in Fig. 4.3c.  

4.1.3 Results 

4.1.3.1 Testing on small standard patches 

Fig. 4.4 shows 5 testing results on small standard patches. Note that, a different colormap 

is used to better visualize the absolute error. It can be seen that yNet results resemble closely to 

physics-based simulations and only small morphological error exists. As expected, predictive 

errors occur within the heat affected zone (HAZ), where the porosity evolution takes places. In 
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addition to visual resemblance in Fig. 4.4, we examine the pixel-wise global accuracy (i.e., 

percentage of correct pixels) for such two-phase high-contrast fields. The yNet achieves an as high 

as 99.13% similarity to ground truth in average for all 42750 testing results.  

 

4.1.3.2 Testing on long tracks and spatial extrapolation 

The as-trained yNet is scalable to perform large- or even extreme-scale simulation in space, 

such as multiple layers of long tracks. To validate step-by-step, we first examine the spatial 

extrapolation of the trained yNet to handling a single-layer long track; see Fig. 4.5a. Fig. 4.5b 

compares the accuracy of yNet in modeling small patches of original size and long tracks. For 

different laser power conditions, yNet consistently shows a comparably high accuracy in dealing 

with long tracks. On average, yNet achieves a pixel-wise accuracy of 99.04% in modeling long 

tracks, which is close to 99.24% in modeling small patches. The root reason for its scalability to 

Figure 4.4 Testing of the trained yNet on modeling domain of small standard patches. We randomly 

selected 5 out of 42750 testing results.  
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track of any length is that yNet essentially learns sintering effect associated with laser conditions 

and independent from track length. The second step is the further validation of sintering multi-

layer long tracks that involves inter-layer interaction. By following the workflow in Appendix C.2, 

we perform sintering simulation of multiple layers under three laser power conditions (P = 20, 25, 

and 30 W). The overall sintering effect of multiple layers (measured by fraction of unsintered 

region) as a function of laser power are then obtained for yNet and physics-based model, as shown 

in Fig. 4.5c. Note that, for unbiased measurement of unsintered regions, unsintered regions are 

manually labeled and calculated by the third party. We can observe that, by increasing laser power, 

results by yNet and physics-based model both show a transition from layer-scale unsintered region 

(see top-left inset) to small scattered unsintered areas (see bottom-left inset) and, eventually, to a 

Figure 4.5 Testing of the as-trained yNet on extrapolating prediction for single-layer and multi-

layer long tracks.   
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fully sintered state (see bottom-right inset). The unsintered regions are located in between layers, 

due to insufficient sintering depth under small laser powers. The quantitative results of measured 

unsintered regions (see top-right figure) further prove the good agreement between yNet-based 

and physical multi-layer simulations. 

The above-validated spatial scalability can help address the computationally daunting task 

of full-component SLS simulation. As an illustration, we use yNet to perform multi-layer sintering 

simulation of a practical 315-layer SLS component with dimensions of 70.844.1 mm2 (or 

3541622050 pixels). As depicted in Appendix C.3, we completely emulate the practical SLS 

process to perform the full-component simulation layer-by-layer, i.e., generating a new layer of 

raw powder bed, CAD-model guided selective sintering simulation of the newly added layer, and 

Figure 4.6 Machine learning enabled component-level sintering simulation. The final result is yNet-based 

porosity simulation of a 315-layer high SLS component - block “M” logo of University of Michigan 

(3541622050 pixels).  
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repeat the above two steps until completing the whole component. It should be pointed out that 

computational cost of raw powder bed generation increases exponentially with track length. For 

efficiency, we simplify powder bed generation during full-component simulation, by depositing a 

continuous series of mini-powder-beds till completing deposition of the entire layer. This will 

numerically create large pores regularly observed in between adjunct mini-powder-beds, as shown 

later. Fig. 4.6a shows the final SLS simulation result. Due to its extremely large size, here we can 

only present a fraction of the detail of the whole simulation result; see Fig. 4.6b. The periodically 

observed large pores are attributed to numerical artifacts due to the aforementioned simplified 

powder-bed generation. Once available, a more efficient powder bed generation model can be 

integrated with our yNet for better component-level simulation. It is known that AM simulation is 

often limited to a single layer or even a representative volume element (RVE). A practical 

simulation of the entire layer-by-layer AM process is rarely achieved so far. Fig. 4.6a represents 

one of the first achievements of component-level AM simulation to date. Fig. 4.6c summarizes the 

simulation size of some of existing 2D sintering simulation researches [2, 106-109]. Note that they 

are compared in terms of dimensionless size in number of pixels. Although prior researches did 

not report computation time and hardware used, Fig. 4.6c gives a rough yet direct insight into the 

massively boosted simulation capability by yNet. The simulation size by yNet is several orders of 

magnitude larger than previous physics-based simulation. yNet enabled component-level 

simulation would open up enormous possibilities in SLS practices. For example, SLS has been 

intentionally used for fabricating porous structures with high permeability and bio-compatibility 

[110, 111]. The trained yNet permits extensive virtual experiments in the pre-production phase, 

thus greatly facilitating structure design and process planning for fabricating a SLS component 

with any desired porosity distribution.   
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4.1.3.3 Comparison of computational efficiency with physics-based model 

As discussed early, physics-based SLS simulation especially at the component level is quite 

computationally demanding. It thus presents as an ideal case to demonstrate the computational 

superiority of yNet over physics-based model. In this subsection, we look into the computation 

time of yNet and the original physics-based SLS model. Again, yNet and physics-based model are 

intentionally tested on the laptop used in the benchmark study in Application 1. Fig. 4.7 shows the 

computation time as a function of the length of modeled powder bed. We can find that simulation 

of small tracks like 640-pixel long tracks in Fig. 4.5a is just a matter of tens of milliseconds by 

using yNet. In striking contrast, the original physics-based model used in this study will take a few 

hours to complete the same task in the same computational setting. The test for physics-based 

Figure 4.7 Comparison of computation time between yNet and physics-based model.  
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model stops at the length of 2048 pixels, because it can be foreseen that by modeling even longer 

track, the computation time will increase rapidly to days. With such limited computational 

resources, yNet can however easily handle extremely large layers with a maximum length of 

~21248 pixels. Meantime, modeling even this large layer remains to be nearly instant for yNet. In 

this regarding, the component-level SLS simulation (i.e., hundreds of large layers), which is 

previously a formidable task even for high-end computing facilities, is now accomplishable in a 

few minutes with yNet by simply using a laptop.  

4.1.4 Discussion 

4.1.4.1 Limitations 

The current data-driven porosity modeling is based on two assumptions: (1) the sintering 

effect is largely decided by the laser condition, i.e., consistent along the entire sintered layer for a 

certain laser condition; (2) in multi-layer cases, inter-layer interaction mainly includes re-sintering 

of previous layers during scanning the newly added layer. In other words, the current modeling 

ignores layer-wise heat accumulation and its effect on porosity evolution. Only with the above 

assumptions, we can train yNet based on dataset of small patches and easily scale it to handle 

multiple layers of long tracks. Therefore, the present data-driven modeling can be further improved 

by incorporating layer index as condition parameters. Also, to account for inconsistent sintering 

effect along the sintered track (e.g., by strong heat dissipation on two sides), we should consider 

the distance of current sintering location to two sides or scanning time as an additional condition 

parameter. 
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Chapter 5 Property modeling 

5.1 Data-driven modeling of stress field 

5.1.1 Background 

Stress field development under external loading is of common interest for structures at 

many scales, from materials microstructures to mechanical components. Data-driven modeling of 

stress field development might be especially important for AM, in view of the mainstream 

application of AM for fabricating complex components. Stress concentration are common issues 

for components with great geometrical complexity.  An accurate yet fast predictive capability of 

Figure 5.1 A summary of existing data-driven modeling of stress development within AM 

component. 
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stress field development is crucial for optimizing structural design and improving mechanical 

performance of AM components. 

Despite its huge significance, there are only limited researches on this topic in AM 

community. As illustrated in Fig. 5.1a, Kantzos et al. [112] have used convolutional neural network 

to data-driven model the stress concentrations concerned with surface roughness, which is 

described by the total strain energy accumulated at the surface. Hoeppe et al. [113] have leveraged 

recurrent neural network for data-driven modeling the maximum stress in lattice structure at 

different deformations; see Fig. 5.1b. It can be easily found that a data-driven AM modeling effort 

on full-field stress development is still lacking.  

5.1.2 Method 

 

Figure 5.2 The overall procedure for training and testing yNet for predicting stress-field 

development within mechanical structure. 
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The stress field development for given structure and applied loading is also a multi-input 

field-to-field regression problem. In this regard, yNet developed for porosity modeling in Section 

5.1.2 can be used herein. For illustration purpose, we trained yNet to predict stress field 

development within typical perforation structure (i.e., 0.1m0.1m solid structure with a hole), 

when subject to compressive loading. The root reason for selecting perforation structure is that 

perforation structure, although with great simplicity, can serve as the unit cell of many lattice 

structures.  

Fig. 5.2a shows the overall process of training and testing. The applied compressive force, 

F, is selected as condition parameter of interest in this problem. We firstly generate 30 random F 

sampling points ranging from 20to 50 MN. This is followed by performing solid mechanics 

simulations (Fig. 5.2b) with respect to 200 random perforation structures at each F sampling point. 

We train yNet with a specific type of perforation structures, which all feature elliptic hole albeit 

with random combination of hole orientation, size and ratio. The modeled materials is Ti6Al4V. 

As shown, the applied force, perforation structure and corresponding stress distribution result will 

comprise a data point. The 6000 results in total are split into training and testing data based on 

applied forces, i.e., 25 groups randomly selected for training and 5 groups for testing.  As 

illustrated in Fig. 5.2c, the trained yNet is expected to predict stress field development for 

perforation structures with holes of not only elliptical shapes but also other geometries. 

5.1.3 Results 

5.1.3.1 Testing on perforation structures with elliptical holes 

We first routinely test yNet for perforation structures with elliptical holes; see Fig. 5.3. 

These perforation structures in this testing have the same type of elliptical hole as that in training 

dataset, but with different hole orientation, size and ratio. The presented 5 results are randomly 
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selected out of 1000 testing results. As implied by the comparison, the prediction by yNet overall 

agrees well with FE-based simulation. The RMSE for all 1000 testing results is as small as 11.29 

MPa. Therefore, although the input and output images are totally different and display huge 

changes, yNet can still correctly predict those significant “evolvements”. Noteworthy is that, such 

a data-driven stress field prediction capability also naturally addresses the data-driven prediction 

of stress hotspot. The prior art of this research area is grain-wise stress-hotspot prediction for grain 

microstructures [114, 115], which also relies on expert knowledge to hand-design contributing 

factors to stress hotspot. The yNet trained herein can predict the detailed distribution of loading-

dependent stress field, thus allowing for direct pixel-level prediction of stress hotspot by simply 

thresholding using the critical stress.  

 

Figure 5.3 Testing of the trained CNN on perforation structures with elliptical holes. 
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5.1.3.2 Testing on other types of perforation structures 

 

Besides the routine testing, we further test yNet for perforation structure with other 

categories of holes, including triangle, rectangle, and polygonal ones. Therefore, in this second-

round testing, these perforation structures have completely different types of holes than that in 

training dataset. Five randomly generated rectangle, triangle and polygonal holes are tested. For 

the 5 random testing results in Fig. 5.4, the RMSE is 20.97, 50.43, 49.66, 41.33, 51.71 MPa 

respectively, which are relatively higher that of testing with respect to elliptical holes. Although 

the predictive performance shows a small decrease, from the comparison of detailed stress 

distribution, yNet still reasonably predict stress field development. It is thus believed that yNet has 

learned the basic rule for stress field development. For example, stress concentration tends to take 

place during sharp geometrical transitions along the loading direction and also initiates from two 

Figure 5.4 Testing of the trained CNN on other types of perforation structures 
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bottom corners with increasing loading (associated with fixed boundary at the bottom in the current 

modeling); the discontinuous geometrical changes transverse to the loading direction will however 

not serve as significant stress risers. Those rules are fully contained in the training dataset and 

universally valid for perforation structures of any type. Learning those fundamental rules thus 

endows yNet great extrapolation capability in coping with different perforation structures. 

5.2 Data-driven modeling of stress-strain curve 

5.2.1 Background 

 

Figure 5.5 A summary of existing data-driven modeling of stress-strain curve. 
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Stress-strain curve is an informative representation of mechanical property, revealing many 

scalar properties, such as yield strength, Young’s modulus, stiffness, etc. However, instead of 

modeling the complex stress-strain curve, the bulk of existing data-drive property modeling in AM 

is centered on those specific scalar properties, such as ultimate strength [56, 116, 117] and yield 

strength [55, 57, 118]. Those researches either link properties to AM process (parameters) by 

skipping the structure stage (i.e., building P-P linkage) [56, 116, 117, 119] or build structure-

property (S-P) linkage by using structure as input[55, 57, 118]. 

As mentioned, in contrast with those scalar properties, data-driven modeling of stress-strain 

curve in AM has been less studied, largely due to the stress-strain curve as a complex quantity. 

Wang et al. [120] have proposed to use singular value decomposition (SVD) to reduce dimension 

of stress-strain curve, followed by data-driven stress-strain curve modeling in the latent space. In 

other fields there are indeed a few research efforts on this theme, and those data-driven modeling 

methodologies can be easily extended to AM. Most of those researches [121-123] adopted a step-

wise modeling method, namely building real-time mechanical response as a function of input 

features (Fig. 5.5a-b). In this case, elongation or strain as a time-step indicator has to be included 

as an input. The entire stress-strain curve is then obtained from a series of separate predictions at 

different time-step inputs, i.e., discrete points in Fig. 5.5a-b. In addition to step-wise method, Yang 

et al. [124] have used principal component analysis (PCA) for dimension reduction and facilitated 

data-driven modeling of stress-strain curve as a whole (Fig. 5.5c). This idea is similar to the above-

mentioned SVD-based approach, but they have further integrated CNN for microstructure 

representation modeling, instead of using structural descriptors as input features of the data-driven 

structure-property model. The existing approaches thus mainly have two limitations: (1) they 

highly rely on human labor and expert knowledge to hand-design structural descriptors, which 
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however easily lose information of original input structure; (2) they use conventional PCA to 

reduce dimension of stress-strain curve, which is relatively laborious and complicated; and/or (3) 

they fail to model the stress-strain curve in its entirety.  

5.2.2 Method 

In this subsection, we will show how to use a novel ML-based strategy for stress-strain 

curve prediction and overcome the above limitations with no efforts. Essentially, we take 

inspiration from image captioning task in computer science. The objective of image captioning is 

to train ML model to understand image and then generate reasonable textual description; see Fig. 

5.6a. We observe that the heart of stress-strain curve modeling is interestingly close to image 

captioning. Stress-strain curve can be represented as a sequence of stress responses at a defined 

interval of strains.  Thus, both of these two tasks are to generate sequence based on the image 

input. In this case, the ML model originally for image captioning can be adapted for data-driven 

modeling of stress-strain curve. Note that, for illustration purpose, the structure considered herein 

is also a typical type of perforation structure, which is completely symmetrical. By repeating such 

Figure 5.6 (a) Comparison of image captioning and stress-strain curve modeling. (b) 

Illustration of the proposed hybrid ML model for stress-strain curve modeling. 
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perforation structure in space, we can easily get a full lattice structure. However, the proposed 

model should be generalized to other types of mechanical structures. 

Specifically, we will use a hybrid CNN+RNN (recurrent neural network) to address image 

understanding and stress-strain curve generation tasks, respectively. There are four different ways 

to merge CNN with RNN in terms of merging location [125]. In our model, we select to merge the 

image vector outside of the RNN. The detailed structure of the implemented model is depicted in 

Fig. 5.6b. The model is realized using Keras [126] with Tensorflow as backend. The whole training 

and testing process is detailed as below: 

1) Preprocessing of image dataset: since 2D images of mechanical structures cannot be 

directly fed to RNN, we first use pre-trained CNN model to convert each structure image 

to embedding vector.  While a lot of pretrained CNNs are available in Keras, we choose 

MobileNetV2 [127] due to its light weight. From the official Keras document, 

MobileNetv2 has the smallest size of only 14MB among all pretrained CNNs (as a 

comparison the known VGG-16 [128] is 528MB), and it has however comparable image 

understanding capability as indicated by its Top-1 and Top-5 Accuracy in ImageNet 

challenge. Moreover, the final hidden (image-embedding) layer of MobileNetV2 is only 

1280-dimensional compared to 4096-dimension of VGG-16. The above merits of 

MobileNetV2 together will allow for efficient generation of information-rich yet memory-

friendly image-embedding vectors for the structure images. 

2) Obtaining stress-strain curve dataset: Raw datasets are first obtained from physical 

simulation by using COMSOL Multiphysics [129]. The modeled material is structural 

steel. Especially, to correctly model the stress-strain curve, the built-in Johnson-Cook 

material model is used to capture hardening behavior: 
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where 0ys , k, n, 0 are materials parameters and pe is applied strain rate. We have 

performed simulation for 200 randomly designed perforation structures. 

3) Preprocessing of raw dataset:  

We further properly create input-output pairs for training and testing. Each physical 

simulation will give us a full stress-strain curve of the modeled mechanical structure, which 

are described by a sequence of stress response (101-step long) at different deformation 

stage.  A sequence of 101-step stress response can give us 101 input-output pairs, i.e., [0]-

[1], [0, 1]-[2], ...., [0, 1, …, 100]-[ 101] (here we omit image vector input for 

notational simplicity). We have generate 200 groups of such datasets, based on 200 

randomly designed perforation structures. 180 groups of them will be used for training and 

20 for testing. 

4) Model training and testing: we train the model for 100 epochs with mean squared error 

(MSE) function, by using Adam optimizer with default setting of learning rate of 0.001. 

We dynamically monitor the val_loss and the best weights with smallest val_loss is saved. 

During testing after training, we initialize the stress input as 0 = 0 MPa for all structures. 

5.2.3 Results 

5.2.3.1 Testing on unused structures  

Fig. 5.7 presents five testing results for perforation structures unused during training. It can 

be found that the ML prediction matches well with the ground truth of physical simulations. For 

all the 20 testing structures, the proposed ML model achieves a RMSE of 8.12 MPa. Therefore, 
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regardless of hole configuration of the perforation structure, ML model can accurately reproduce 

the stress-strain curves. Note that, previous SVD-based method [120] is also able to model the 

stress-strain curve as a whole. However, SVD basically model the geometry of different stress-

strain curve, instead of learning physical rule that govern stress-strain curve development. Also, 

the complex geometry of stress-strain curve will easily result in information loss during dimension 

reduction and curve reconstruction by SVD. The proposed model thus may significantly 

outperform the prior SVD-based model. 

 

We point out that, although for illustration purpose we use simulation data to train the ML 

model, the proposed model is essentially experiment oriented. Because stress-strain curve is 

usually the property quantity that we measure and care about in practice. Once experimental data 

of stress-strain curve is available, we can train the ML model by following the same procedure. 

On the contrary, the data-driven stress-field predictive model proposed in Section 5.1 is for 

simulation use. The detailed stress field data is hardly measurable in experiments. It thus is 

expected to be trained with simulation data only and reproduce the physical simulation. In this 

Figure 5.7 Testing of the trained ML model on perforation structures unused in training. 
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case, it allows for theoretical study of stress-field response of AM-fabricated structure, while 

CNN+LSTM proposed in this section permits more practical study of stress-strain curve. 

Therefore, the two data-driven property models proposed in this research are complementary to 

each other. 
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Chapter 6 Discussion 

6.1  Implication on other data-driven modeling in AM 

            The five presented data-driven modeling should well cover many types of data-driven 

modeling problems encountered in data-driven AM modeling. The developed methodologies are 

anticipated to have a broad impact on other data-driven modeling in AM. A few examples are 

discussed as below. 

6.1.1  Data-driven modeling of bead geometry 

            For example, another type of data-driven AM modeling very similar to melt pool modeling 

is the modeling of bead geometry and size. Melt pool and bead are highly relevant AM quantities, 

both essentially concerned with the high-temperature molten region, but bead is just more related 

to molten materials upon solidification. In fact, their geometrical characteristics, e.g., depth and 

width between melt pool and bead, are sometimes not really distinguished [65, 130]. The only big 

difference might be that solidification gives rise to a new geometrical quantity - bead height, data-

driven modeling of which is important for building precision control along z-axis [131]. The 

overall significance and philosophy of data-driven bead modeling are thus almost the same to that 

of data-driven melt pool modeling. Therefore, the presented idea of incorporating scanning history 

to inform melt pool prediction may be borrowed to improve the data-driven modeling of bead 

geometry.  
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6.1.2  Data-driven modeling of grain structure 

Data-driven modeling of grain structure is of particular significance for AM process, since 

complex and unconventional grain structure is one of the signatures of AM-fabricated components 

[18]. Grain structure development within AM part has always been an active research topic in AM 

community [132]. Data-driven grain structure modeling will greatly benefit process plan for 

tailoring grain structure within AM parts. In contrast with many physical modeling and 

experimental efforts, data-driven grain structure modeling has been surprisingly little explored. 

Wang et al.[133] have built the formed grain structure, described by the mean and variance of 

grain aspect ratio, as a function of AM process conditions and other input features. Similarly, 

Popova et al. [54] have correlated grain structure, but quantitatively represented by principal 

component (PC) scores of PC analysis on grain chord length distribution, with various AM process 

parameters. From the few related researches, it can be seen that data-driven grain structure 

modeling is still at its infancy, focusing on building mapping between simple microstructure 

descriptors and manufacturing conditions.  

Therefore, existing data-driven modeling of grain structure thus faces the same dilemma 

as that of porosity, namely a lack of explicit modeling of real structure. Regarding this, the 

proposed multi-input CNN for data-driven porosity modeling can be easily extended to 

realistically simulate the grain growth; because both of the two data-driven modeling tasks are 

basically condition-dependent structure evolution.  

6.1.3  Data-driven modeling of external shape 

The necessity of modeling external shape, from mesoscale cross-sectional shape of struts 

[134] to macroscopic shape of the whole component [135], stems from geometrical distortion and 

dimensional inaccuracy in AM. This problem is generally caused by internal stress associated with 
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the complex thermal behavior of AM process [136], insufficient support for overhangs [134] and 

limited printing resolution of AM machine [137]. They lead to deviation between designed and 

fabricated geometry/shape. Accurate modeling of geometrical distortion is critical for correct 

compensation of geometrical deviation in the computer-aided design (CAD) phase. Admittedly, 

data-driven modeling of geometrical distortion might be the most developed data-driven AM 

modeling. For example, unlike data-driven grain structure or porosity modeling, the majority of 

existing data-driven modeling of geometrical distortion focus on the real geometry, rather than 

dealing with some simple deviation descriptors (e.g., percentage of shrinkage/expansion). Also, 

some novel data-driven modeling methodologies based on CNNhave been proposed for explicitly 

handling the 2D or even 3D component geometry.  Most of existing data-driven modeling may be 

categorized into two groups. The first group adopted localized modeling of points that form the 

geometry/shape. For instance, Chowdhury et al. [138] have attempted to correlate Cartesian 

coordinates of nodes between the designed and actual model. However, a preferred way in this 

group is to describe points and thus their deviation in polar coordinate system (PCS) [134, 135, 

139], which facilitates the modeling of complicated deviation mainly as a function of the polar 

angle. The second group mainly leverages CNN for direct data-driven modeling of the whole shape 

[137, 140], thus usually enjoying better generalization to various shapes. The core principle behind 

them is to use image-to-image regression capability of some CNNs, namely those with an encoder-

decoder structure, where encoder reads original shape and decoder reconstructs encoding results 

to the shape after distortion.   

However, the existing CNN-based modeling simply adopted encoder-decoder architecture 

originally for image segmentation, which are unable to incorporate the effect of AM conditions on 

geometrical distortion. The trained CNN is strictly applicable to the specific AM condition used 
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for training. Again, the proposed multi-input CNN for data-driven porosity model can be used to 

overcome this limitation. It can build functional relationship between multi-input (i.e., AM 

conditions and designed geometry) and fabricated geometry. This capability will allow us to train 

a single data-driven model applicable to predicting geometrical deviation under various AM 

conditions. 

6.2  Implication on data-driven modeling beyond AM 

This section will further show a detailed example of extending the proposed model to data-

driven modeling in other domains. 

6.2.1  Data-driven modeling of fluid dynamics 

The proposed yNet for data-driven modeling of porosity in AM is a generally useful 

regression tool. To demonstrate this, in this section we present its application to fluid dynamics 

simulation. Specifically, we choose a classical fluid flow problem – incompressible, viscous flow 

shedding around a cylinder. In this case, the spatiotemporal evolution of viscous fluid field is 

governed by: 
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where 
LV

Re


= is the Reynolds number as a function of kinematic viscosity, unit length and unit 

fluid velocity. From Eq. (6.2), we can find that Reynolds number is the dominating condition that 

dictates the flow behavior. Therefore, in the following research, we will train a single yNet capable 

of simulating fluid flow evolution over a range of Reynolds numbers. The trained yNet will be 

tested on: (1) predicting flow field development for Re conditions unused in the training datasets;  

(2) simulating dynamic flow field evolution via recursive predictions;  (3) temporal extrapolation 

for predication, i.e., extending the dynamic simulation beyond the original time domain in training 

data. 

6.2.1.1 Training and test procedure 

 

Figure 6.1 Illustration of training and testing of yNet for fluid dynamics simulation. 
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Fig. 6.1 illustrates the overall procedure of training an yNet applicable to a range of 

Reynolds numbers. Vorticity field is selected as flow field of interest and Reynolds number as the 

condition parameter, but we can easily train yNet for other flow fields in the same way. To achieve 

simulation of dynamic field evolution, yNet acts to predict next-step flow field based on the current 

flow field and Reynolds number, Re. As such, long-term flow field evolution simulation can be 

performed by yNet through multi-step recursive predictions as shown in Fig. 6.1c.  

To provide dataset, physical simulations are performed at 29 equispaced Reynolds numbers 

(i.e., Re = 75, 78, 81, … ,159), where 24 cases would be randomly chosen for training and the 

other 5 for testing; see data splitting in Fig. 6.1a. For all those physical simulations, extraction of 

neighboring snapshots is performed to generate one-step-distance data pairs, as illustrated in Fig. 

6.1b. A physical simulation will output a total of 160 frames, indicative of 159 data pairs obtained 

at each Reynolds number sampling point or 4611 for the entire dataset. They are split into training 

and testing datasets based on Reynolds numbers as mentioned early. Training process is fully 

monitored and the weights with the smallest testing loss after reaching convergence are used to 

generate results in the next subsection. 

6.2.1.2 Testing under unused Re conditions 

Fig. 6.2 presents a set of testing results, which show yNet in predicting next-step flow field 

development under different Re testing conditions. As clearly indicated by the predictive error, 

Figure 6.2 Testing results of yNet under different Re conditions. 
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yNet can accurately predict the next-step flow field in all cases, with minor difference to the 

original physic-based simulation. For all the 795 testing results, yNet achieve a negligibly small 

root mean squared error (RMSE) of 0.588 s-2. It represents one of the first data-driven modeling 

that directly incorporates Reynolds number. Previous strategies for considering Reynolds number 

are usually to train a neural network that takes as inputs a series of historical flow fields [141-143], 

which as a whole embed corresponding Re information; see LSTM+CNN model. Thus, the neural 

network can predict the next step based on the evolving trend of consecutive flow fields, without 

being informed by any additional inputs like Reynold number. yNet however explicitly 

incorporates the important condition of Reynolds number, and thus possess two major advantages 

over previous strategies. First, yNet is as conceptually simple as a basic CNN, without the 

complexity of integrating sequence-modeling purposed LSTM model [141, 142]. Second, yNet is 

widely applicable to other condition-dependent fluid flow simulation problems. For instance, 

besides modeling the dynamic flow field evolution process, another task of great interest is to 

predict the development of flow field for different bluff body shapes [144, 145]. This is essentially 

a different mapping problem between distinct field quantities, i.e., from structural field (bluff body 

structure) to flow field. For such regression tasks beyond standard field evolvement, the 

aforementioned LSTM+CNN model apparently will no longer work. We have to explicitly 

incorporate effects of condition parameters on the flow field development, by using our proposed 

multi-input CNN.  

6.2.1.3 Testing on dynamic fluid simulation and temporal extrapolation 

Fig. 6.3a visualizes a representative testing result of predicting multi-step evolution, under 

the testing condition of Re = 84, through recursive inference as depicted earlier in Fig. 6.1c. In the 

dynamic simulation, we start from No. 128 step, which is around the wake of flow under Re = 84. 
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We presented snapshots at some time points to quickly show the dynamic evolution process. 

Noteworthy is that predictive errors can accumulate after many steps of recursive predictions. 

However, compared to the ground truth of physics-based simulation, yNet well reproduces the 

long-term dynamic flow field evolution, suggestive of rather small error during recursive 

prediction at every step. The predictive error (i.e., RMSE) over multi-step predictions for different 

Re testing conditions is summarized in the left half of Fig. 6.3c. The quantitative result reveals that 

predictive error does accumulate as recursive prediction proceeds, but remains within a small level, 

i.e., < 12.0 s-2 for different testing conditions. 

 

Figure 6.3 Testing results of the trained yNet for dynamic fluid simulation. (RMSE: root mean 

squared error) 
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In addition, attempts have been made to predict fluid dynamics towards the further future, 

i.e., beyond the time domain in training data; see the visualized example for Re = 84 in Fig. 41b. 

Correspondingly, for validation purpose we also extend the physical simulation for another 32 

frames. Despite the big challenge associated with temporal extrapolation, predictive error 

continues to display gradual accumulation without a sudden rise, as shown in the right half of Fig. 

6.3c. Notably, predictive error can finally reach a maximum RMSE of 29.37 s-2 for Re = 135. 

However, such a predictive error is acceptable, still prviding good prediction of flow field as 

clearly shown by the inset in Fig. 6.3c. The above results indicate the successful learning of 

underlying evolution dynamics by yNet, which supports its temporal scalability to reasonably 

predicting flow field evolvement in far future.  

6.2.1.4 Comparison with conventional multi-input CNN 

Fig. 6.4a and b compare the computational accuracy and efficiency, respectively, between 

yNet and the conventional flattening-based multi-input CNN. For fair comparison, both networks 

are implemented with the exact same encoder and decoder parts, but using gating and flattening 

based signal-merging strategies respectively. Also, since there are a few variants of flattening 

based strategy, we implement one by directly concatenating Re to the flattening result. As testing 

loss curves in Fig. 6.4a indicate, after reaching convergence of training (> 60 epochs), yNet in 

general achieves comparable testing accuracy (MSE = 1.1010-6) to that (MSE = 1.1610-6) of the 

conventional multi-input CNN. The inset in Fig. 6.4a further shows almost the same prediction by 

the two trained models at a randomly selected testing data point. However, yNet can substantially 

reduce the number of model parameters by one order of magnitude and thus enjoys various 

computational benefits against the conventional CNN, such as significantly reduced memory 

consumption, shorter training time and faster inference speed; see Fig. 6.4b. 
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Figure 6.4 Comparison of yNet with conventional multi-input CNN. (a) testing loss curves of yNet and 

conventional multi-input CNN; (b) comparison of model size (i.e., total number of parameters) and three 

other performance metrics between yNet and conventional multi-input CNN. The performance is 

measured purposely based on a laptop (Intel Core i7-7500U CPU, NVIDIA GeForce GTX 950M GPU, 

16G RAM). Note that memory usage is measured with a single unit input, instead of a batch. 

The above merits of yNet are attributed to gating-based signal merging strategy, which 

permits effective interaction between two input channels while inducing only a minimal number 

of model parameters. The root reason for the effectiveness of directly manipulating feature maps 

might be further revealed by drawing an analogy to the conventional data compression technique 

- proper orthogonal decomposition (POD). It is known that POD is close to a basic feedforward 

neural network with certain constraints [33, 146]. In fact, there are also interesting parallels 

between POD and CNN. POD is a linear-theory based feature extraction technique. Through POD, 

a high-dimensional image can be expressed as a linear combination of orthogonal modes, i.e., the 

extracted features. Feature maps in CNNs, albeit in a 2D matrix form, play a similar role as the 

coefficients of the linear combination in POD. Like those coefficients corresponding to their 

respective mode, a feature map in CNN would strongly correlate with a certain feature in the pixel 

space if one projects them back to pixel-based image reversely along the encoding process [147]. 

Recent researches also prove that one may build separate deconvolution networks to visualize 

detailed representation of encoded latent variables in high-dimensional image space [148] and 
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even analyze their energy contribution like the POD mode decomposition [149]. Although those 

researches focus on the latent variables (i.e., further compressed latent representation from feature 

maps), similar methodologies can be used to deconvolve the feature maps to fully reveal their high-

dimensional looks. All of those facts imply the similar function of feature maps in CNN to that of 

coefficients of the linear combination in POD. Thus, direct manipulation of those “coefficients” in 

CNN will effectively generate new combinations of features towards the target image, as does a 

POD. The deep decoder would then further contribute to the accurate obtainment of target or output 

image through the non-linear and complex reconstruction 

6.3  Experimentally calibrated data-driven AM model 

For those data-driven AM models built purely on simulation data, experimental calibration 

is of huge importance. Therefore, although experimental calibration is not the major focus of this 

dissertation, we still offer a careful analysis and demonstrate its significance for building fully 

trustworthy data-driven model. Specifically, we will use data-driven melt pool modeling as an 

example, since melt pool is currently one of most easily measurable AM quantities and there is a 

great availability of experimental melt pool data. Details about experimentally calibrated data-

driven melt pool model will be presented as follows. 

6.3.1  Experimental calibration of data-driven melt pool model with uncertainty  

6.3.1.1 Background: uncertainty in AM 

First of all, we highlight that instead of focusing on the conventional experimental 

calibration, we calibrate data-driven model with uncertainty. The calibrated data-driven model is 

thus able to reasonably predict not only the expected melt pool dimensions, but also the potential 

variability/uncertainty of melt pool dimensions. This is anticipated to close long-existing gap 
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between theoretical model and practical experiment; that is, theoretical model is usually 

deterministic, while AM experiments in practice involve much variability. It is extremely 

challenging to repeat the manufacturing process and result in mass production, as evidenced by 

the interlaboratory AM tests [150, 151]. The variability in AM practice is mostly caused by 

uncertainty propagation from various uncertainty sources existing in the complex AM process 

[152]. Typical uncertainty sources include natural variation in powder absorptivity, fluctuation in 

temperature boundary, uncertainty in powder particle properties, and many others [153, 154]. For 

example, it has been pointed out that the quality and properties of deposits can vary greatly even 

when all producers used the same materials, processing parameters, and, in some cases, even the 

same type of AM machine [155]. By introducing uncertainty into data-driven model, the data-

driven prediction will further approach the AM practice featuring variability.  

6.3.1.2 Method 

Fig. 6.5 shows the overall procedure for experimental calibration of data-driven melt pool 

model built on simulation data. Therefore, different from the data-driven melt pool model in 

Section 3.1, in this section we purposely build a melt pool model based on high-throughput 

physical simulations (instead of experimental data). We then employ the conventional and novel 

sequential Bayesian calibration method, (SeCAV) to perform uncertainty source parameter 

calibration and model bias correction. Appendix D.1 describes the two calibration methods in 

details. The experimental calibration will significantly improve the validity of the 3D melt pool 

surrogate model. Comparison of efficacy in model improvement will be compared between the 

two adopted calibration methods. 
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6.3.1.3 Initial data-driven melt pool model based on simulation data 

As shown in Fig. 6.5a, we first performed 300 AM simulations at random training points 

by the Latin hypercube sampling method[80]. We then construct three initial melt pool surrogate 

models for the melt pool length, width and depth, respectively, by considering both control factors 

x (applied power and scanning speed), and uncertainty factors, θ; see Fig. 6.5b. We considered 

five uncertainty sources,θ , including the fluctuating preheating temperature, laser absorptivity, 

power distribution radius, heat convectionat surface, and ambient temeprature. We conducted a 

10-fold cross validation to test the effectiveness of the surrogate models in capturing the 

Figure 6.5 Experimental calibration of data-driven melt pool model with consideration of uncertainty. 
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relationship between the melt pool dimensions and the multiple inputs (i.e., x and θ). We split all 

the training data into ten groups with one group employed as test data and the other nine groups 

as training data for each cross-validation test. We adopted the Gaussian process (GP) model for 

data-driven modelling. The cross-validation results in Fig. 6.6 show a very minor deviation of all 

points from the reference line of y = x, implying a high prediction accuracy of the data-driven 

model. The average relative errors for the melt pool length/width/depth prediction are respectively 

5.74%, 3.26% and 10.08%, giving us confidence that the computationally intensive AM 

simulations can be replaced by the constructed melt pool surrogate models. 

 

6.3.1.4 Calibration of uncertainty source parameters 

The variability of melt pool is caused by uncertainty sources, here denoted as θ, in AM. 

An intuitive approach to determining their accurate distributions is based on copious point data 

obtained from sufficient number of repetitive measurements. While directly measuring the 

uncertainty sources during AM process (e.g., fluctuating laser power absorptivity) is often 

technically challenging and sometimes even impossible, we would inversely infer their 

distributions based on relatively easily measurable QoI, herein the melt pool and its fluctuations. 

Figure 6.6 Comparison of melt pool between the AM simulation and prediction by the trained 

GP-based surrogate model.. 
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This is basically accomplished through experimental calibration of their assumed prior 

distributions.  

Number of 

experiments 

Laser power,  

P (W) 

Scanning speed, 

V (m/s) 

Melt pool dimensions(um) 

Length Width Depth 

1 49 0.2 17116 111 24 

2 122 0.2 51929 186 48 

3 122 0.5 36127 134 33 

4 122 0.8 31527 117 25 

5 195 0.2 824109 259 109 

6 195 0.5 903102 162 49 

7 195 0.8 81379 133 38 

As shown in Table 6.1 we use seven groups of experimental melt pool data (i.e. ( )ey x ) 

taken from the AM-Bench project by NIST [156]. The pool fluctuation is represented by the 

interval data of measured pool length. With pool fluctuation data, we inversely infer the 

distribution of uncertainty source parameters. Fig. 6.7 shows updated distributions (i.e., posterior 

distributions) of various uncertainty source parameters after experimental calibration, by using the 

direct and SeCAV calibration methods respectively. Through experimental calibration, uncertainty 

sources exhibit apparently more concentrated distributions compared to their prior assumption for 

both methods. It is expected that, with availability of more melt pool fluctuation data, we can 

further approach the true distributions of those uncertainty sources. 

 

Table 6.1 Experimental data of the melt pool taken from AM-Bench project by NIST 
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6.3.1.5 Model bias correction 

Another source of predictive error comes from model bias, i.e., the discrepancy between 

the simulation and experiment. We correct the model bias by training another data-driven model 

to capture the model bias, which is expressed as: 

( ) ( , ) ( )e sy y = +x x θ x                                                   (6.3) 

where ( ) x  is the model bias between the simulation model/surrogate model prediction, ys and the 

experimental measurement, ye. Fig. 6.8 summarizes all the 7 leave-one-out cross-validation results 

by using the direct and SeCAV calibration methods. Overall, the predictions of melt pool and its 

fluctuations from the surrogate model calibrated by using the SeCAV method match well with 

experimental measurements. In Fig. 6.8b and c, nearly all point data (measured pool width and 

depth) are located within the predicted intervals. However, in Fig 6.8a, comparing the predicted 

and measured pool length reveals a general overestimation of the variability in melt pool. This 

Figure 6.7 Experimental calibration of uncertainty source parameters by using the direct Bayesian 

and SeCAV methods. 
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overestimation might be alleviated or even eliminated with the availability of additional 

experimental data by further experimental calibration and enhanced inference of uncertainty 

sources. Nevertheless, for all 7 cases in Fig. 6.8a, the currently predicted intervals well encompass 

practical pool length variations, indicative of our experimental calibration proceeding in the correct 

direction. For the calibrated surrogate model by using the direct method, one can easily notice 

large errors in the estimations of the uncertainty source induced fluctuations; see Fig. 6.8a. Due to 

inaccurate inference about uncertainty source parameters, the calibrated surrogate model by using 

the direct method would subsequently suggest near-zero variability in melt pool length, which is 

clearly contradictory to the experimental facts. 

 

 

Figure 6.8 Cross-validation of the calibrated model in predicting mean and variability of melt pool. 
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Chapter 7 Conclusion 

This dissertation has presented high-level data-driven modeling of AM process, structure, 

and property, which are enabled by advanced, maximum and flexible use of various machine 

learning techniques. Concluding remarks are made as below: 

❖ Chapter 3 – Section 3.1: We leverage convolutional neural network to automatically 

denoise large amounts of melt pool images for high-quality data, and utilize multi-layer 

perceptron to build the relationship between scanning history and melt pool development 

at the current location. The proposed data-driven melt pool model can reduce predictive 

error by one order of magnitude compared to prior art. 

❖ Chapter 3 – Section 3.2: We use singular value decomposition for dimension reduction of 

temperature field data, and then construct the temperature field development as a function 

of AM conditions. The proposed data-driven thermal model can accurately predict the 3D 

temperature field under various manufacturing conditions. It can replace the known 

Rosenthal analytical model for high-fidelity yet fast prediction of temperature field 

development. 

❖ Chapter 4 – Section 4.1: We propose a novel multi-input convolutional neural network, 

yNet, to construct the relationship between laser conditions and porosity evolution in 

selective laser sintering. The proposed data-driven model is 5-6 orders of magnitude faster 

than original physics-based sintering model. It thus allows for extreme-scale component-

level sintering simulation even with limited computational resource. 

❖ Chapter 5 – Section 5.1: We further use the multi-input convolutional neural network for 

data-driven modeling of stress-field development for AM-fabricated structure.  

❖ Chapter 5 – Section 5.2: Inspired by image captioning, we present a hybrid model 

(convolutional neural network + recurrent neural network) to accurately construct the 

relationship between structure and its stress-strain curve response.  
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❖ Chapter 6: We discuss and demonstrate the potential impact of this research on other data-

driven modeling in AM and beyond. One of the proposed data-driven models, multi-input 

CNN, shows significant computational advantage (i.e., one-tenth of the model size) over 

conventional CNN. Also, we analyze the experimental calibration for data-driven model 

built on simulation data. 

While this research shows the utilization of CNN to improve AM data through image 

denoising, there is much potential of ML for AM data improvement. For example, natural language 

processing (MLP) techniques have exhibit great capability in information extraction, for example, 

from literature (including tables, figures, and textual paragraphs) [157, 158] and medical records 

[159]. Similarly, NLP techniques may be used to collect useful AM data from their unstructured 

form in the voluminous AM literature and other digitalized resources. Also, generative adversarial 

network (GAN) [160] has been used for data augmentation by synthesizing experimental images 

of grain structures. All of those facts show the tremendous potential and versatility of ML in 

improving the quality and quantity of AM data in future.  
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Appendices 

Appendix A Data-driven models 

A.1 Multi-layer perceptron 

Multilayer perceptron (MLP) is a primitive neural network. As shown in Fig. A.1, a MLP 

consists of multi-layer of fully connected neurons, each of which is a simple activation function. 

The signal flow within a neuron can be expressed as: 

( )i iy f w X b= +                                                              (A.1) 

where y is output of a neuron by receiving all input, Xi, from previous layer, and f represents 

activation function that can introduce great nonliearity into the MLP. Wi are weight and b is bias; 

they are updated during training to make MLP approximate the function.  

While the first and final layer are input and output respectively, one can tune the hidden 

layer by adjusting its number of hidden layers and the number of neurons contained in a hidden 

Figure A.1 Graphical illustration of multilayer perceptron and its neuron unit. 
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layer. With enough layers and large number of neurons, a MLP can approximate any nonlinear 

and complex function, which is also known as universal approximation theorem [161] that 

supports the unparalleled regression capability of MLP. MLP might be the most used neural 

network for common regression analysis in various AM data-driven modeling.  

Although MLP has exceptional regression capability and excels at simple regression tasks, 

it usually falls short when it comes to high-dimensional data like image. Because even a small 

image often contains tens of thousands of pixels. Imagine each pixel as an input to the MLP. It 

will make a MLP extremely parameter-intensive and very difficult to train. 

A.2 Convolutional neural network 

Convolutional neural network (CNN) is designed to make predictions by directly using 

image data as an input.  More generally, CNNs perform well on array data that has a spatial 

relationship, because they can develop an internal representation of both one-dimensional 

sequence and two-dimensional matrix (e.g., images) by using stacks of convolutional layers to 

extract salient patterns or features.  

Fig. A.2a shows the basic principle of convolutional layer. If one slides convolutional filter 

or kernel (33 herein) over the entire image (which is nothing but a pixel matrix), we can obtain 

Figure A.2 Illustration of convolutional neural network. (a) Convolutional filter; (b) Deep with stacks 

of convolutional layers. (Images downloaded from: towardsdatascience.com) 
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convolved feature of input image. (For video illustration, readers are referred to: 

https://towardsdatascience.com/a-comprehensive-guide-to-convolutional-neural-networks-the-

eli5-way-3bd2b1164a53). Different kernel can be automatically tuned during training to recognize 

different meaningful features of objects. Fig. A.2b shows a typical classification-type CNN 

consisting of stacks of convolutional layers. As CNN goes deeper, it can extract increasingly 

abstracted and informative features of the input image that help identify the objects contained in 

the image [147]. The abstraction of original image into numbers of informative features by CNN 

can be considered as a non-linear dimension-reduction process. It would thus facilitate further 

operations on the image by dealing with its high-level form, instead of raw pixels. 

During training of CNN, two types of loss functions are used in this study. For output 

field with strong texture (i.e, stress field), we use mean squared error (MSE) to evaluate loss: 

( )
2

1

1
,

N i i i

i
Loss f X Y

N =
= − a                                                (A.2) 

where N is number of samples processed, a is the condition-parameter inputs (e.g., laser power 

and speed in porosity simulation), X is the field input (e.g., powder structure before sintering), 

( ),f Xa is the evolved field by prediction (e.g., powder structure after sintering) and Y is evolved 

field of ground truth. For output field that clearly displays two distinct phases (e.g., porosity 

structure), we use binary cross-entropy loss to better penalize predictive errors:  

( ) ( )( ) ( )
2

1

1
, log 1 , 1 log

N i i i i i i

i
Loss f X Y f X Y

N =
= −  + −  − a a                  (A.3) 

A.3 Gaussian process model 

Gaussian process (GP) model is a “non-parametric” (i.e., without a rigid regression model) 

and more universal approximation method. The input-response relationship is formulated within 

covariance kernel. GP has the outstanding capability of measuring uncertainty on the prediction, 

https://towardsdatascience.com/a-comprehensive-guide-to-convolutional-neural-networks-the-eli5-way-3bd2b1164a53
https://towardsdatascience.com/a-comprehensive-guide-to-convolutional-neural-networks-the-eli5-way-3bd2b1164a53
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as GP essentially considers the whole data as a sample from a multivariate Gaussian distribution 

and therefore the prediction as a conditional distribution. GP would become painfully slow in face 

of large dataset, as whole samples or features information are used to perform the prediction. The 

GP model assumes the deterministic response surface is a realization of spatial-dependent 

stochastic process ( )y x  with prior mean ( )T
h x β , variance 

2  and correlation function ( , )R . 

The stochastic process can be formulated by separating the mean and covariance as 

( ) ( ) ( )Ty Z= +x h x β x                                                 (A.4) 

where ( )T
h x  is a regression vector with some specific regression functions (e.g. constant, linear, 

etc), β  is a vector of regression coefficients to be estimated while modelling, ( )Z x  is a stochastic 

process with mean zero and covariance 2 ( , )R . The most commonly used correlation function 

between the responses at point x  and x  is given by 

2

1

( , ) exp ( )
d

i i i

i

R x x
=

 
 = − − 

 
x x                                         (A.5) 

where d  is the number of dimensions in the input x , ( )1 2, ,...,
T

d  =  is a vector of the 

correlation related parameters that determine the correlation of the responses ( )y x  and ( )y x . If 

the point x  is close to point x , then the correlation between them will be large and the response 

( )y x  and ( )y x  should be similar. Based on the aforementioned definition, a GP model can be 

completely characterized by the hyper-parameters ( )2, ,γ β   and the predefined regression 

functions.  

Given a group of training data  ( , ), 1,2, ,j j j N=x y , it is obvious that the response 

vector 1 2( , ,.., )T

N=y y y y  is normally distributed given ( )2, ,γ β   with a likelihood function. 

The mean vector and covariance matrix in the likelihood function are 
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1 2( ) , ( ) , ( )
T

T T T

N
  h x β h x β h x β  and 

2 R  respectively, where R  is a N N  correlation matrix 

with (i, j) element given by ( , )i jR x x . By conducting Bayesian approach [162] or maximum 

likelihood estimation [163] for the multivariate normal likelihood function, the prior information 

will be updated (i.e. the hyper-parameters ( )2, ,γ β   will be estimated as ( )2ˆˆ ˆˆ, ,γ β  ) and 

the posterior mean and covariance of the GP model will be observed as 

  1ˆ ˆ( ) | ( ) ( ) ( )T TE y −= + −x y h x β r x R y Hβ                                     (A.6) 

and 

 





2 1

1
1 1 1

( ), ( ) |

ˆ ( , ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ,

T

T T T T T

Cov y y

R −

−
− − −

 =

 − +

      − −     

x x y

x x r x R r x

h x H R r x H R H h x H R r x

               (A.7) 

where 1 2( ), ( ), ( )
T

T T T

N
 =  H h x h x h x , ( )r x  is a 1N   vector with i-th element given by 

( , ), 1, 2, ,iR i N=x x  and the estimated 
1

1 1ˆ T T
−

− − =  β H R H H R y . 

A.4 Recurrent neural network 

Recurrent neural networks (RNNs) were designed to handle sequence-involved modeling 

problems, by permitting output from previous step to be fed to the current step during processing 

long sequences, as shown in . RNNs perform well on processing and predicting sequential data, 

e.g., words and spoken language in natural language processing (NLP) applications, as well as 

stress sequences data in the current research. Long short-term memory (LSTM) [164, 165] is one 

of the most widely used RNNs, and is selected in this research. The memory cell in LSTM can 

improve the modeling of long-term dependency in sequences. More specifically, LSTM contains 

a forget layer, ft, to account for previous hidden state (as indicated by red arrow) and current input, 

and then output a value (0: completely forget, 1: retain information), which is expressed as: 
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( )1t f t f t ff W h V x b −=  +  +                                                        (A.8) 

next, LSTM has to decide the new information stored in the cell. The input gate layer, it, is first 

used to decide values updated and new information, gt, will be then added to cell state: 

( )1t i t i t ii W h V x b−=  +  +                                                          (A.9) 

( )1tanht g t g g gg W h V x b−=  +  +                                                    (A.10) 

where f is forget gate state, i is hidden state, W is weight matrix for previous to current hidden 

state, b is bias, V is weight matrix for input to hidden state. The memory cell can thus help model 

the stress-strain curve as a whole, which is contrary to previous step-wise prediction, where 

prediction at each strain step is in fact completely separate. The looping structure of RNNs for 

dealing with sequences can increase training complexity due to the more complicated signal 

movements. 

 

 

Figure A.3 Illustration of recurrent neural network (RNN) on processing a sequence with length of n. 
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Appendix B Physical models 

 

B.1 Thermal model 

Physics-based thermal model is used to generate temperature field data in data-driven 

modeling of temperature field. In this study, a FE-based heat transfer model incorporating a 

moving heat source is utilized to predict the in-process temperature distribution [21], which are 

then extracted as HF data. Specifically, the tempo-spatial evolution of temperature field with 

external heat input is governed by 

( )
( )p

e

c T
k T Q

t





  + =


                                                     (B.1) 

where 𝑇(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧, 𝑡) is the tempo-spatial temperature field, 𝑘 is thermal conductivity,  is density 

and 𝑐𝑝is specific heat. Of special importance is the external heat input from the moving electron 

beam, 𝑄𝑒, which is described using the Gaussian distribution equation as the following [39]  

( )
( ) ( ) ( )( )2 2 2

2 2
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−

 −  +       
= − − +     

       

=           (B.2) 

where 𝜂  is the power absorption efficiency of powder bed, 𝑃  is the nominal power of electron 

beam, 𝑑 is the diameter of electron beam, 𝑣 is the beam velocity and 𝑧𝑒 is the absolute penetration 

depth of electron beam associated with the acceleration voltage, 𝑉𝑒. 
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The boundary conditions of the FE-based thermal model, as graphically illustrated in Fig. 

B.1, are summarized as follows: 1) the initial boundary condition of substrate and deposits is 𝑇 =

𝑇𝑝𝑟𝑒, where 𝑇𝑝𝑟𝑒 is the preheating temperature; 2) the types of heat transfers at the surface are 

convective and radiative; 3) in view of the limited thermal conductivity of loose powders, adiabatic 

conditions are imposed on the sides of the printing part, thus with raw powders physically ignored 

in the simulation; 4) evaporation is not incorporated in the FE-based thermal model, as normally 

did in AM thermal models. The above FE-based thermal model is realized in ABAQUS 6.10 using 

custom DFLUX user subroutine [166]. The extraction of temperature field (upon reaching steady 

state) as training data is automated by Python script. 

B.2 Multi-physical sintering model 

Physics-based SLS simulation provides training and testing data in data-driven modeling 

of porosity development in SLS. In this study, we basically extend the primitive phase-field-based 

sintering model [167] for applicability in SLS, by incorporating heat transfer model and a Gaussian 

heat source model describing the effective heat input from moving laser beam [168]. The sintering 

model itself has properly taken into account multiple physical processes (see Fig. B.2), by 

reformulating the effective diffusion coefficient as: 

Figure B.1 Illustration of thermal model of electron beam melting (EBM) 
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( ) ( ) ( ) ( )'
'

1 1eff

vol vap sf gbD D D D D  
  

       


= + − + − +                   (B.3) 

where Dvol, Dvap, Dsf and Dgb are temperature-dependent diffusion coefficients in solid volume, 

vapor, along surface, and grain boundary, respectively. 

The alloy we used is stainless steel 316L. The spatial and temporal simulation resolution 

are x = y = 2m and t = 1s, respectively. More details of the adopted multi-physical SLS 

model can be found in  [169]. 

B.3 Powder bed generation model 

During sintering simulation, generation of powder bed (i.e. initial porous structure) is 

simulated using a “rain” model [23]. As shown in Fig. B.3, the basic principle of rain model is to 

Figure B.2 Various physical processes considered in the multi-physical sintering model. 

Figure B.3 Illustration of rain model for powder bed generation modeling. 
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add a powder particle to the lowest position on the surface of the current powder layer, update the 

powder layer and repeat the above two steps. To find the lowest position, the trajectory of the 

newly added powder along the surface (yellow curve), zc, can be calculated by: 

( ) ( ) ( )
( )

2

22

maxmax
c c

c c c

x x r

z x z x r x x
− 

 = + − −
  

                               (B.4) 

where rc is the raius of newly added powder, and xc is the center of newly added powder in 

horizontal direction. 

This iterative process is terminated when the newly added particle reaches the user-defined 

layer height. The mean and standard deviation of the diameter of deposited powders are 25m and 

0.5m, respectively. It should be pointed out that CNN in this study will be trained to simulate 

porosity evolution and thus replace physics-based sintering model only. Powder bed generation 

model is a separate model that provides initial structure for physical sintering simulation and CNN-

based sintering simulation. 
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Appendix C Dara-driven modeling of porosity evolution 

C.1 Partition of sampling points in data-driven porosity modeling 

C.2 Workflow of multi-layer sintering simulation 

As an illustrative example, we use laser power of P = 20 W, scanning speed of V = 0.5 m 

s-1, track length of l = 640 pixels (or 1280 m), and layer thickness of t = 70 pixels (or 140 m). 

Considering the high computational cost of physics-based simulation, we perform sintering 

simulation for 3 layers in total, as shown in Fig. C.2. Following the same exact workflow, we 

additionally perform the multi-layer simulation at P =25, and 30 W, and then get the sintering 

effect-power map in Fig. 4.5 in Subsection 4.1.3. 

Figure C.1 Partition of [P, V] conditions for training and testing of yNet. 75 out of 100 

sampling points are randomly selected for training and the remaining 25 for testing. 
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C.3 Workflow of yNet-based layer-by-layer component-level SLS simulation 

As shown in Fig. C.3, the full-component simulation is performed in a layer-by-layer 

manner by following the AM practice, i.e., alternating powder deposition and selective sintering 

until completion. The selective sintering of each newly deposited layer is guided by sliced CAD 

model, as well as AM command file containing information of applied laser conditions. For 

illustration, constant laser power and scanning speed of 40 W and 0.5 m s-1 are used in the current 

case. Note that, for some layers, there are more than one regions to be sintered, e.g., the two regions 

of interest in the first layer as shown, in which case yNet need to predict twice. 

 
Figure C.2 Workflow of multi-layer sintering simulation based on physical model and 

the trained multi-input CNN, yNet. 
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Figure C.3 Workflow of layer-by-layer component-level SLS simulation based on 

the trained yNet. 
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Appendix D Experimental calibration 

The calibration method that follows is published in [170, 171]. 

D.1 Conventional Bayesian and SeCAV calibration 

The initial melt pool surrogate models based on simulation data require experimental 

calibration, i.e., the calibration of the uncertainty source parameters and bias correction. We 

employ ( , )sy x θ  and ( )ey x  to represent the AM simulation model or the simulation-derived 

surrogate model prediction and the corresponding experimental observation for the QoI, y. They 

are simply related by 

 ( ) ( , ) ( )e sy y = +x x θ x                                                (D.1)  

where ( ) x  is the model bias between the simulation model/surrogate model prediction and the 

experimental measurement, x  represent controllable variables that can be precisely controlled 

during experiments (e.g. laser power and scanning speed), and θ  are the uncertainty source 

parameters  to be calibrated (see Table 1). The θ  parameters are distribution-type in nature, and 

so is ( )ey x  by uncertainty propagation. The accurate distributions of θ  are unknown and thus 

require inverse inference from available experimental data ( )ey x . To confidently predict QoI and 

its uncertainty for any given x,  we will perform the calibration of uncertain parameters θ  and 

determine the model bias ( ) x  to systematically reduce the model uncertainty. 

We conducted the calibration of uncertain parameters employing Bayesian calibration 

[172], which is one of the most popular methods for statistical inference. The conventional 

Bayesian calibration yields a quantitative update of uncertainty based on probability theory. 
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Solving the Bayesian problem involves computing the posterior probability density function (PDF) 

of uncertain parameters ( )ep θ y  with the knowledge of the experimental data (i.e. ey ) of QoI: 

 ( )
( )

( )
( )

( )
( )

likelihood prior
posterior

e

e e

e

evidence

p p
p p p

p
= 

y θ θ
θ y y θ θ

y
                               (D.2) 

where ( )ep y θ  represents the likelihood or probability of observing ey  for the AM simulation 

model ( , )sy x θ  with respect to different specific values of θ . ( )p θ  is the prior PDF of uncertain 

parameters (i.e. before observing data ey ), and the ( )ep y  is the probability for the given evidence 

ey and is usually fixed. There are different methods for computing ( )ep θ y . Here we employ the 

particle filter [173] involving the prior sampling, likelihood weighting, and posterior resampling.  

It should be pointed out that the conventional Bayesian calibration ignores the discrepancy (i.e. 

( ) x  in Eq. (D.1) between the simulation model and the reality. To address this discrepancy, we 

further adopt a novel SeCAV method that implements the physics-based model validation and 

Bayesian calibration by using each of experimental data (i.e. ey ) of QoI in a sequential manner. 

In each iteration, the physics-based model validation is first conducted at each experimental data 

point to answer the question: to what degree can we trust the likelihood ( )ep y θ  and the Bayesian 

calibration result obtained based on ( )ep y θ . In other words, the physics-based model validation 

serves as a filter to select the experimental data with the maximum confidence probability for the 

subsequent Bayesian calibration. The confidence probability confidence probability to accept the 

hypothesis that the GP model is credible at data ( , ( ))i j i

e e eyx x  can be defined by 

   ( ) ( ) , ( ) Pr , ( )i j i i j i c

e e e r e e e rP y y  = x x θ x x θ                                    (D.3) 
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where ( ), ( )i j i

r e e ey x x θ  is an uncertain variable due to the uncertainty in the surrogate model 

prediction ˆ ( , )j i

s ey x θ  and c

r  is the confident threshold that is used to determine whether the 

agreement is acceptable or not. By integrating ( ), ( )i j i

e e eP y x x θ  with respect to θ , we can obtain 

the unconditioned confidence probability as 

 ( ) ( ), ( ) , ( ) ( )i j i i j i

e e e e e eP y P y f 
 =
 x x x x θ θ dθ                            (D.4) 

where ( )f θ  is the joint prior distribution of θ . A larger confidence probability means a more 

trust-worthy calibration result, and thus a larger weight will be given to the Bayesian calibration 

in weighted averaging. Otherwise, we retain the calibration result from the previous iteration. Such 

a weighted averaging in a sequentially updating manner from a larger confidence to a lower 

confidence enables a great trade-off between the accuracy and uncertainty reduction. 

We further correct the bias between the melt pool model and true physics by building 

another GP model for the bias. The training data, i.e. ( ), ( )x x , are observed by fixing uncertain 

parameters θ  at the values with the maximum posterior PDF. We finally achieved a reliable and 

accurate posterior prediction of melt pool surrogate model by integrating the simulation-derived 

surrogate model with respect to the posterior distribution of uncertain parameters and by adding 

the prediction of the bias surrogate model. 
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